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OWENS VAllEY AS I KNEW IT
.

..

R. CoKE Woon
Part III
LOS ANGELES GAINS CONTROL

In the preceding chapter the technical side of the aqueduct
construction was discussed, but before the actual construction
could begin there was, naturally, a great deal of political maneuvering to be done. This period began with the entrance of the
Reclamation Service into Owens Valley in June, 1903.
J. C. Clausen, under instructions from J. P. Lippincott, supervising engineer for California, came into Owens Valley for the
purpose of investigating the feasibility of a reclamation project.
The project was welcomed by the local citizens and they endeavored to aid it in every manner possible. Mr. Lippincott stated
that plans had been made for the development of a water system
that would put an additional 100,000 acres of land in the valley
under cultivation. This land would be sold to the fanners at the
governmental cost of $1.25 an acre plus the cost of bringing the
water to the land, which would amount to about $23 an acre. 14
However, in order that the government might do this it would be
necessary for the local people to turn over to the Service all permits for power and reservoir sites. Eight reservoir sites had already been located by enterprising citizens before the Reclamation Service came into the valley. Nevertheless, these were gladly
released to the Service in order to facilitate the development.
Also, in order to demonstrate to authorities the favorable attitude
of the local people to the project, a petition was circulated and
about 90 per cent of the owners who would be affected by the
project signed it. It was generally understood that in case the
government did not carry through its plans the priority rights of
the local people would be restored.
The reclamation plans which had been formulated by Clausen,
after making surveys and investigations in the valley, were : A
reservoir in Long Valley toward the head of the Owens River,
with a dam 140 feet high, to impound 260,000 acre feet of water;
canals skirting the Sierra and White Mountain ranges, on the
west and east sides of the valley, commanding all the land; and
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drainage of certain areas. He estimated the water supply in average
years to be 502,286 second feet of surface water, 26,820 second

feet of return water at Fish Springs, this including water developed
by drainage, and 9,859 second feet of minor storage, a total of
538,965 second feet available for irrigation. With the duty of
water placed at four second feet per acre, this supply would
provide for lands in use and irrigate 106,241 acres of new land. The
total cost would be about $2,243,398. The specific cost per acre
for the water would be $21.58. This did not include other costs.
Twenty-eight different reclamation projects were being built or
considered, the cost ranging in these as high as $86 an acre; the
average was $30.97. Only in two of the projects could the water be
placed on the land more cheaply than in Owens Valley.1 5
A board of engineers met in San Francisco July 27th and 28th,
1905, consisting of D. C. Henry, L. H . Taylor and W . H. Sanders,
to pass upon the project, as was the practice. At this meeting J. P.
Lippincott agreed as to the feasibility but advocated that the whole
enterprise be placed at the disposal of the City of Los Angeles for
a domestic water supply. J. C. Clausen in his report strongly
favored the project, but the board, naturally following the advice
of the chief of the Service in California, failed to approve the
project.
It has been rather conclusively proven by documents quoted by
W . W . Chalfant in his Story of Inyo that Mr. Lippincott was being
employed by the city of Los Angeles at the same time that he was
occupying the important governmental office as head of the
Reclamation Service in California. Also, Mr. Nordskog, in his
Southwest Water League report to the State Senate, states that
Mr. Lippincott received the sum of $5,000 for all charts, maps,
surveys, stream measurements and water rights relating to Owens
Valley, which were acquired by the Service. 16 After the plan for
getting water for Los Angeles in Owens Valley was revealed, Lippincott resigned from the Service and became an engineer for the
city of Los Angeles.
It is not known definitely just when Lippincott became active
in his efforts on behalf of Los Angeles. In August, 1903, Lippincott and Fred Eaton, who has been mentioned in a preceding
chapter, were on the head waters of the Owens River. It was
probably at this time that the two were making plans for the
transfer of the Owens Valley water to Los Angeles.
In September, 1904, Mr. Lippincott, in a report to the Secretary
of the Interior, stated that the city of Los Angeles desired to
2

divert water from Owens Valley for domestic use in that city. On
February 10, 1904, he wrote to F. N. Newell, Chief Engineer of
the Reclamation Service:
There is a possibility of our not constructing the Owens Valley project,
but of our stepping aside in favor of the city of Los Angeles. It seems to me
that the town should pay the cost of this work of sounding at the dam site,
etc.17

In the fall of 1904 Mr. Eaton began his purchasing of land in
Owens Valley and continued in the work during the following
spring. In this work he seems to have had at least the moral support of Mr. Lippincott. He certainly had access to all the maps
and charts held by the Reclamation Service. In making these
purchases of land and water rights he has been accused of representing himself as an agent of the Service with the power to
condemn the ranch land if the farmers would not sell. Of course,
the farmers were anxious to aid the project and were willing to
co-operate.
Mr. Nordskog, in his Senate report, makes the statement :
The agent for the city of Los Angeles posed as an officer for the United
States Reclamation Service, displaying a badge which was allegedly loaned
to him by Mr. Lippincott. I have positive proof of these statements, which
proof includes the acknowledgment of Lippincott's own superiors in Washington, D. C., that this practice was carried on.lS

Will Chalfant of Bishop, editor
of the Inyo Register.
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S. W. Austin, Register of the land office at Independence, wrote
to the Secretary of Interior, July 27, 1905:
In the spring of 1905, Fred Eaton accompanied Lippincott to the proposed
site of the reservoir in Long Valley . . . .. Mr. Eaton returned to the valley,
representing himself as Lippincott's agent in examining right-of-way applications for power purposes which had been filed with the government. He had
then in his possession maps which had been prepared by the Reclamation
Service.
In April, 1905, Eaton began to secure options on land and water rights
in Owens Valley to the value of about a million dollars. In June and July
most of these options were taken up and the said purchaser now owns all
the patented land covered by the government reservoir in Long Valley, and
also, riparian and other rights along the river for about fifty miles.1 9

After Mr. Eaton had obtained, by purchase and option, as
much land as necessary for the carrying out of his project, he
took into his confidence Mr. Mulholland, who was chief engineer
for the Los Angeles Water Department. Mr. Mulholland and a
group of bankers came into the valley and after investigating the
possibilities of the project, approved of it. The presence of this
group, accompanied by Eaton, aroused the suspicion of the farmers, plus the rumors which were coming from Los Angeles that
the city wanted the water. At the same time, Mr. Lippincott began
to hint to the people of Owens Valley that the reclamation project might be abandoned.
In May, 1905, the deal for purchasing Eaton's property and
options by the city was made. He was to retain the land in Long
Valley as a range for the cattle which he had acquired in his
negotiations. However, he was 'to grant to the city an easement
for the lands necessary for the construction of a 100-foot storage
dam in Long Valley.
In obtaining his options on the riparian water rights along the
Owens River, Eaton used the "checkerboard" or "spot-zone" system; that is, he followed the irrigation canals from the river, obtaining options, if possible, on every other ranch on each side. Although he did not own all the water rights for fifty miles along
the river, he did have rather effective control.
Now that the reclamation project had been killed, and Eaton
had obtained the most strategic water rights and reservoir locations, there was no further work for Mr. Lippincott in Owens
Valley. In March, 1906, he was superseded by L. H. Taylor. However, he still retained his position with the Service until July when
he accepted a month's pay and went to work for the city of Los
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Angeles as an assistant to Mulholland, taking with him all data
accumulated in Owens Valley.
This data told the story of what could be done and what had been
planned for Owens Valley, and gave the ownership, value and status of
every piece of land in the valley.2o

Taylor, who had taken Lippincott's place, found nothing to do
in the valley because the project had been killed a year earlier by
the report of the engineering committee. The Los Angeles city
council made a request to the Reclamation Service for abandonment of the project, in November, 1906. The formal proclamation
of abandonment was not issued until July, 1907, about two years
after Eaton had obtained his water rights.
As was stated in one of the preceding chapters, during the first
two years of the negotiations by city officials for Owens Valley
water, the plans were kept secret from the people of Los Angeles.
Mr. Mayo states in his book Los Angeles that it was not necessary
in 1903 for Los Angeles to have more water than could be developed locally, but that the whole Owens Valley project was a
real estate speculation deal.
A select group of public spirited Los Angeles business men, bankers, and
real-estate operators hit upon a great idea. It was a fantastic scheme, but
they were men of vision. They decided to buy up the worthless San Fernando
Valley land, acquire control of Owens River, and then frighten taxpayers of
Los Angeles into paying for a huge aqueduct to bring the water down 250
miles over mountain and desert to give Los Angeles an added water supply
and, incidentally, to use a great portion of the water to irrigate the San
Fernando Valley and thus convert that desert region into a fertile farming
section.21

After the aqueduct was constructed and a reservoir located at
the upper end of San Fernando Valley, where the aqueduct ended,
30 miles from Los Angeles, real estate values jumped from $20 an
acre to $2000 an acre in that valley. Mr. Nordskog says that rich
land speculators made $100,000,000 with stolen water in San Fernando Valley. As late as 1923 the irrigators in San Fernando Valley
took the entire flow of the Owens River Aqueduct, even to the
peak load of 470 second feet for a period of 30 days during that
summer, without one gallon of water from the aqueduct going into
the municipal domestic supply of Los Angeles.22
Mr. Lippincott, in his report to the committee of engineers, had
5

stated that Los Angeles wanted the water for domestic uses. In
later reports to the Federal government, and even to President T.

R. Roosevelt, city representatives made it clear that the water was
to be used for domestic purposes within the city of Los Angeles.
President Roosevelt was persuaded to strike out the provision
against using the water for irrigational purposes on the assurance
by the city representatives that the water would be used only for
domestic purposes. Some of the water might be used for irrigating
gardens and small agricultural plots, but a restriction in the Aqueduct Bill would prevent such usage. In order to live up to the
promise which was made to the president, the promoters of the
aqueduct scheme put on an annexation program. As a result,
100,800 acres of desert land were annexed to the city of Los
Angeles. Water which had been paid for by the people of the
city of Los Angeles was used to irrigate this territory at a rate
approximately ten per cent of the cost of bringing the water to
Los Angeles. Mr. Mulholland said he owned land in San Fernando
Valley, and was one of the officers who helped set the rate of one
cent per inch per hour for use of the water. In a report made by
a People's Board, in 1912, Job Harriman, a candidate for mayor,
brought out the evidence that Otis of the Los Angeles Times and
Earl of the Express had in 1903 taken five-year options on San
Fernando Valley tracts. 23
Many people have pointed out that it was necessary to sacrifice
Owens Valley for the greater good of the greater number. President

William Mulholland,
engineer for L.A. Dept.
of Water and Power.
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Theodore Roosevelt and Chief Forester Pinchot justified their
actions in favoring the aqueduct bill on this basis. Also, apologists
for Los Angeles say, even if the water was used for the development of San Fernando Valley the action was justifiable because of
the tremendous increase of values in that valley. Agriculture runs
into millions of dollars in value and its worth has increased
$300,000,000.
Owens Valley spokesmen say that the same results could have
been attained without ruining Owens Valley. This could have been
accomplished by a' practical, sensible, and far cheaper system of
preserving the flood waters instead of relying on taking the surface
water from the valley. When the aqueduct was constructed its
intake was simply stuck into the Owens River at Charley's Butte,
a point about fifteen miles above Independence, without any kind
of a reservoir to provide for the storing of water during the flood
seasons. Plans were made for the construction of a reservoir in
Long Valley and one nine miles south of Big Pine at Tinemaha.
The reservoir at Tinemaha has been constructed but due to the
type of material used in making the earth-filled dam, it is not
very effective because of seepage. The Long Valley dam was
not built for some time due very largely to a personal feud which
developed between Fred Eaton and Wm. Mulholland. Plans had
been made for a 100-foot dam and Eaton had given an easement to
the city for lands which would be flooded by such a reservoir.
He refused to permit the city to build a higher dam unless they
bought his land in Long Valley. This Mulholland refused to do.
Mulholland's position with the city council and the water department was that of dictator and his opinion was the policy of these
two groups. Also, the local farmers in Owens Valley who still had
control of the ditches opening from the river refused to permit the
water of the river being interfered with unless a dam at least 140
feet high was constructed. The Southern Sierras Power Company
had gained control of a mile of the Owens River Gorge, a short
distance below the proposed dam site, and a deal with them had
to be made before the dam could be constructed. All of these
things had prevented the construction of the dam, although in
the year 1923 the city spent, according to an editorial in the Los
Angeles Times, $1,300,000 at the proposed dam site. ~ 4 On December 12, 1916, Lcs Angeles representatives applied to the state for

a permit to build a 150-foot dam; this application was renewed in
1923. This Long Valley Dam was built in the late 1930's and
formed Crowley Lake with a capacity of 183,000 acre-feet.
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In the spring of 1927, Editor Frederick Faulkner, of the Sacramento Union, came in person into Owens Valley to learn the
truth about the controversy. In one of his artic1es, published in
March, 1927, he told of engineers' findings that the Long Valley
site would support a dam of any construction; that one 165 feet
high and 525 feet long would impound approximately 350,000
acre feet of water; and that proper conservation of the water coming down from the various streams in the valley would have produced a total volume sufficient to have kept under cultivation the
80,000 acres of first-class farming land and still have given Los
Angeles twice as much every day in the year as any day since
the aqueduct entered service. These are facts of record from government engineers and the city's own engineers. 25 This report
seems to indicate that the greatest good for the greatest number
was not provided for and that this would have been accomplished
by a practical, sensible system of conserving the flood waters in the
valley. It certainly seems that it would be necessary to have some
form of storage above the aqueduct intake.
In June, 1906, Senator Frank P. Flint of Los Angeles introduced in the
United States Senate a bill giving his city sweeping privileges in acquiring in
fee simple an aqueduct right of way, reservoir sites, and public lands.26

This was known a~ the Aqueduct Bill. It met little opposition in
the Senate but had a more difficult time in the House of Representatives. Sylvester C. Smith, representing Inyo County, was a
member of the public lands committee to which the bill was referred. It was in this committee hearing that the controversy arose
over whether the water was to be used by Los Angeles for domestic purposes or for outside irrigational projects. The secretary
of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce made the statement in
this hearing "that the city charter would not permit bonds to be
issued to supply water except within the city".27 It was also at
this time that Senator Flint assured President Roosevelt that the
water was to be used for domestic purposes and persuaded the
president to strike out the provision limiting the use of the water.
After objections were silenced by these promises the bill was
passed and signed by the president.
Another step taken by the city in its campaign for water was a
departmental order of February 20, 1906, from Gifford Pinchot,
at that time chief of the United States Forest Service, withdrawing a great portion of the desert land of Owens Valley into a
Federal forest distl'ict. Additional withdrawals were made at in-
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tervals covering the whole of Owens Valley and totaling approximately 200,000 acres of land. One of the reasons given for
the withdrawal was the protection of the purity of the aqueduct,
although this should not have been of any concern to Mr. Pinchot.

..

Additional settlement of vacant land at that period was not desired by the
aqueduct promoters for such development might reduce the water supply
available for the scheme. Los Angeles' bureaus headed off such possibilities
by the simple expedient of having the Forest Service withdraw all vacant
land in the Owens Valley watershed on the pretense of its being forest.28

Pinchot's order stopped development in the valley because it
closed the government's desert land to homesteading.
Mr. Pinchot was dismissed from office by President Taft in
January, 1910. The following February a presidential order restored
more than 275,000 acres of land in Owens Valley to entry for
homesteading.
Although in July, 1905, the city of Los Angeles had made known
to the world her plans for obtaining water in Owens Valley, no
definite proposal for the development of the water had ever been
made to farmers of the valley. Probably the city officials had
formulated no definite policy or had failed to understand the size
and importance of the project. A 250-mile aqueduct was built
without any adequate provisions for a water supply or for storage
facilities at the intake. In fact, the mouth of the aqueduct was
stuck into the Owens River before the city owned a majority of the
water rights along the river.
Owens Valley people, from the beginning of the city's operations
in the valley, were naturally disturbed as to the course of development which the city proposed to take. This created an atmosphere
of uncertainty which was injurious to the normal growth of industries and business in the valley. Representatives of the valley
had repeatedly urged the city to define a policy of their activity
in the valley so that disturbed affairs might be settled and a
basis of future plans reached. However, no results from these urgings was obtained until April, 1913, when a conference was held
at Bishop. Los Angeles was represented by Wm. Mulholland, W.
B. Matthews and John Shenk, the latter a candidate for mayor;
the valley ditch companies were represented by T. M. Kendrick,
Harry Shaw, Fred Eaton (who had become a city opponent),
George Collins, George Watterson, C. W. Geiger, U. G. Smith and
C. E. Bell. Certain points were agreed upon, although no definite
plan of future action was defined by the city representatives.
9

The valley people were to store water on Big Pine Creek; to have the right
to drain their lands into Owens River; to irrigate all land that would be made

dry by Long Valley storage.
The city was to assist in the adoption of the Clarke taxation amendment;
not to interfere with underground water; to withdraw opposition to the reopening of public lands for settlement; to admit rights of existing ditches.~ 9

These agreements were to be brought up in a friendly suit by
the city in order to give force to them by a court decree. Again
there was a long delay without any results being evident. Finally
the city representatives informed the valley people that Los
Angeles taxpaytrs had brought a suit against the city to prevent
the agreements being made. There the matter died, in some Los
Angeles pigeon-hole.
During the next ten years no material change occurred in the
relations between Los Angeles and the valley. City officials assured valley representatives that Los Angeles would live up to
the agreements made in 1913. The subject was never wholly
quiet, yet there was no great change in the conditions of the valley.
In January, 1921, a conference was held in Los Angeles between
the representatives of the two sections. The outcome of this meeting was a document which only two of the valley representatives
would sign. It provided for the storage of water in Long Valley
by the construction of a 100-foot dam, despite the fact that a dam
of this height had always been opposed by the ranchers. As a
result, no real agreement was reached and nothing was settled.
In the years 1921-22, Owens Valley probably reached the peak
of its prosperity and the largest extent of its agricultural expansion. But during this period a cycle of dry years had occurred
which had a profound effect upon the future of the community.
Light snowfall in the Sierras during the winters resulted in a
subnormal flow in the streams and brought to the attention of city
representatives that the surface run-off from the streams could
not be depended upon to supply the aqueduct during the summer
months. The city must have more water. Instead of providing for
storage of flood waters, the plan was to gain more water rights
and surface water. This started the ranch-buying campaign which
resulted in the destruction of the irrigation districts and the agricultural life of the valley. This also started a period of conflict which
at times threatened to develop into a civil war and did result
in destruction of a great deal of property and several deaths due
to suicide.
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Jedediah Strong Smith:
A Miscellany of Information
D.

w.

GARBER

This article is a potpourri : odds and ends of information about
J edediah Strong Smith, members of the Smith and Simons families,
and others who touched Jedediah's life in some significant manner
while he was living in Ohio. Not all of the information has adequate documentation. However, its inclusion may arouse some
interest in others who will be prompted to undertake additional
research concerning Jedediah's early years.
The possibilities for research have not been exhausted, and
facts may eventually be found that will refute or confirm statements that are based upon inadequate information presently available. The search will not be easy. The Wayne County court house
burned in 1828 and some court records ~ere lost; in Richland
County the court house was razed in 1969 and the original early
records were destroyed, making it more difficult to find information on the families while they were in Green township.
A court house fire in Erie County, Pennsylvania, in 1821 precludes finding anything about those who may have settled along
the lake shore prior to that date. Jedediah Smith, Sr., was probably
in Erie County after this time and records of land transactions to
which he was a party should be available. In Ashtabula County,
Ohio, tax and probate records and court dockets may contain important information. Perhaps all of these sources have been
searched by family genealogists; if so, the results would be of
interest to all who are s€eking facts about the background of
Jedediah Strong Smith.
Since controversy often brings forth facts it is hoped that constructive criticism will be forthcoming about these articles. Research is required to verify or disprove divergent points of view
and more digging for facts may provide imp01tant answers.
Much of the information presented in these articles was made
available to Dale L . Morgan and, through him, to Mrs. Stella D.
Hare when first discovered. After studying the records Mr. Morgan
expressed himself with a scholarly evaluation, and a paragraph
from his letter should stimulate interest in all members of the
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Jedediah Smith Society:
The publication of a book like my biography of Jedediah Smith is in many
ways a beginning, not an end, and of course I have gone industriously ahead
gathering up any and all information. Perhaps at some future time the opportunity will offer to get out a completely revised edition, reflecting all the
new information brought to bear upon the subject by the passing of time,
and even if that were not the case, I would go on pursuing knowledge for
its own sake, and I am happy that the publication of my book on Smith has
been the means of acquainting me with a number of things I did not know
when they went to press.78

This was his continuing wish.
Mr. Morgan found pleasure in learning of the association of
Johnny Appleseed and other Mohican characters with his hero:
In the next several years, perhaps I will be so fortunate as to have an opportunity to visit your country, and to see some of these things myself. I also
hope some day to get out a thoroughly revised edition of my Smith
biography, and in that event, all these details will most certainly go into
the record.79

Dale Morgan's enthusiastic search for information about Jedediah
Strong Smith never lagged. It was consistent. It is believed that
had it not been for his untimely death he would have fulfilled his
expressed wish to publish a revised biography of J edediah.
In offering the information found on the Forks of the Mohican

Map of
Wayne
County
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there are no apologies for errors of f~tet or interpretation. In some
instances it has been difficult to correctly identify a litigant or an

individual mentioned in the settlement of an estate.
As an illustration of this difficulty one case is cited where
Jedediah Smith, Sr., was apparently involved in litigation with the
Hichland and Huron Bank of Mansfield, but a second man bearing
the name of Jedediah Smith was then living in a neighboring
township. However, the time and circumstances suggest that the
plaintiff was Jedediah Smith, Sr., of Green township, but there is
no positive proof. Verification will require considerably more research.
The bank at Mansfield opened for business on December 21,
1816, and was in active operation during the early months that
the Smith family was living in Green township. A large number of
the bank's notes were issued, they were payable on demand, and
their circulation stimulated a wave of prosperity throughout the
Mohican area which abruptly subsided when the bank closed its
door six months after it had opened.
Following the War of 1812 the frontier economy was "boom or
bust." It was based upon a few commodities, chiefly wheat, in the
form of flour and corn converted into whiskey. Both products had
a ready sale during the war, but after the war ended, without

t

] ohnny Appleseed
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local markets and lacking transportation facilities, the financial
situation became acute.
The prosperity, stimulated in pa1t by large military expenditures,
could not be sustained after the withdrawal of the military forces.
The result was an economic vacuum. Hard cash was scarce. Eastern banks which had extended credit during the war demanded
payment in specie and the wildcat banks, like the Richland and
Huron Bank at Mansfield, were unable to meet the demand.
During the months when prosperity was at its peak the wildcat
bank notes were readily accepted and many were owned by Richland County settlers. Jedediah Smith, Sr., was a victim and this
unfmtunate experience may have contributed to his decision to
move from the area in 1822.
Jedediah, Sr., was only one of a large number of citizens who
suffered, and like many others he filed a legal action to recover
the value of his notes against the officers and directors of the bank.
The plaintiffs listed their holding with the serial number on
each note and the value. Fractional notes were issued for six
and a quarter, twelve and one half, twenty-five and fifty cents,
in addition to dollar values of one, three, five and ten. For
many years the court docket at Mansfield was crowded with these
claims. 80
·
John Garrison, the president, and Wilson Elliott, the cashier,
along with the directors, were named in the suits, but the notes
that were issued far exceeded the combined assets of all the responsible individuals. Many fine men who had iimocently participated in the organization of the bank, as well as all those who
held notes, suffered financially. It does not appear from records
presently available that Jedediah Smith ever received any satisfaction for his claim.
Reference has also been made to a suit filed against Jedediah
Smith by "Edmund Ingmand, Senr., and others under the name
and style of Edmund Ingmand & Co." This case is of more than
passing interest because the litigation is dated in August, 1820, at
the time Smith was living in Green township. The Ingmands, however, were residents of Mohican township. They were early settlers
on the southeast quarter of section eleven, the second quarter
north of a tract then owned by Major Tyler. 81
The Ingmands may have had a country store, or some other
pioneer enterprise at or near Tylertown where Jedediah Smith, Sr.,
became indebted to them. It was probably about this same time
that Jedediah Strong Smith became familiar with the area where
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he later wished to buy a farm for a permanent home.
The Pollbook for Mohican township shows that Major and
Benjamin Tyler, Luke and Edmund Ingmand, and William Wible,
among others, voted in an election in October, 1828. 8 ~ The Smith
and Simons families were then living in Plain township.
In the inventory of the estate of Ebenezer Rice who died in
June, 1821, two notes are found listed that were due Rice, and
although this fact may not be important the notes are mentioned
in order that all known transactions involving the Smith and
Simons families, while living in Green township, may be complete.
One note bearing the name Jedediah Smith amounted to seventyseven cents, the other shows that Solomon A. Simons owed four
dollars and twenty-six cents. sa There is no question that the Smith
transaction was with Jedediah, Sr., because at this period the son
was signing his name Jedediah S. Smith, Jr. The two notes were
book accounts converted into an acceptable form of exchange
following the death of Rice.
Dale L. Morgan repeated a tradition found in Smith correspondence which indicated that the reason Jedediah, Sr., moved
from Bainbridge, Chenango County, New York, was his involvement in a counterfeit coin case. It was alleged that he had passed
some spurious coin and probably suffered a legal p enalty for the
offense. 84 True or false, the facts concerning this matter should be
either proved or disproved. Clarification should be sought in the
court records in Chenango County, and pertinent information
about the case should be found without difficulty. Should the
allegation be disproved it would testify to the integrity of J edediah, Sr.
In settling Jedediah Strong Smith's estate upon his death in
1831, no question arose about the disposition of any property. Ezra
Delos Smith in a letter to his "Dear Cousin Evelyn" Bacon on
June 7, 1915, commented:
There was no dishonesty in the settlement and the heirs were all in Ohio
and likely met and made final distribution at some one of their homes. Very
likely at the home of Ralph . . . . 85
·

Jedediah's brother Ralph handled many financial affairs for
him, and it is logical to believe that he may have presided at the
disposition of the estate at his home in Plain township. There was,
of course, the possibility that some legal technicality may have
required filing papers in connection with the estate in Wayne
County. The records have been carefully checked and the name
Jedediah Smith does not appear.sG
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Although it has been assumed that Solomon A. Simons accompanied his father, Dr. Simons, and his brother-in-law, Ralph
Smith, when they moved to Wayne County from Green township,
this is not necessarily true. Solomon may have gone with his
father-in-law, Jedediah, Sr., to Erie County, Pennsylvania, in 1822,
later moving with their families to Ashtabula County, Ohio. It is
also possible, but it does not seem probable in light of available
information, that they went directly to Ashtabula County when
they departed from the Mohican area.
Solomon A. Simons was living in Ashtabula County in November, 1829, when he wrote to Peter Smith and mentioned that a
letter had been received from Ralph, then living in Plain township,
Wayne County. At that time Jedediah Strong Smith was under the
impression that his parents were in Erie County.87
Sally Strong Smith, Jedediah's mother, died at the home of her
son Ralph in 1830. Whether her husband was with her at the time,
and why, and how long she had been in Wayne County is not
known. Her home was in Ashtabula. Today Sally Strong Smith
rests in an unknown and long forgotten grave somewhere near
the Lake Fork of the Mohican River, the pioneer mother of the
man who brought lasting reknown to her family.
Jedediah's mother is not alone in the neglect of time and
memory. Along the Clear Fork of the Mohican in Richland County,
Mary McClain Gass, the mother of Patrick Gass, whose first published report of the Lewis and Clark Expedition added prestige to
her family, also lies in a long forgotten grave. She died in 1831,
the year after Jedediah's mother. 88
Aileen Motmeyer Ross in an aliicle on the ancestry of Jedediah
Smith stated that his father, Jedediah, Sr., "died 12/5/1849 in
Green Township."89 It would be nice if this could be accepted as
authentic, and if true the fact would add to the information binding the fur trader to the Mohican Country. Unfortunately nothing
has been found to support this statement and Dale L. Morgan, in
a letter written the year following the publication of Mrs. Ross'
article commented:
.. . The senior Jedediah, of the sixth generation, was born in Granby,
Hampshire County, Mass., on April 21 , 1767, and died at Ashtabula on
December 5 or 6, 1849.90

Mr. Morgan also wrote:
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Chloe Smith, the mother of Rutherford Hayes and grandmother of Rutherford B. Hayes, President of the United States, was a niece of Seth Smith, a

daughter of his brother Israel, a point possibly interesting to Ohioans. 91

The Mohican Country can not claim the final resting place of
both parents of J edediah Strong Smith, but there is some satisfaction in knowing that President Hayes had the same ancestral background.
It has been noted that Ralph Smith died in Michigan. 92 Ezra
Smith told about the circumstances in a letter to his cousin Evelyn
F. Bacon :
Grandfather Ralph Smith, as you may know died at my father's home in
Eaton County, Michigan in 1867. There were present at his funeral my
father and his family, Aunt Sylvia, Aunt Sylvie S. Mott . .. and my uncle
Robert Helman and his wife Matilda Smith Helman, with their family, all
other children of grandfather being so far off they could not attend as we
lived 30 miles from R.R. and Telegraph .
. . . So that of all Grandfather's children, only my father is now living.n3

David D. Roberts of Kendallville, Indiana, wrote to Mr. Sullivan
and advised him that Doctor Titus Gordon Vespasian Simons died
December 13, 1851, at the age of seventy-eight years, seven months
and twenty-eight days. The doctor is buried in the Allen Chapel
Cemetery, two miles southeast of Kendallville. Mr. Roberts also
volunteered the information that about 1835 or 1837 David Simons,
a son of the doctor, began teaching school at Wooster and in 1838
he married Francis Wible, one of his pupils. 94
In ]edediah Smith and the Opening of the West Morgan stated
that "So far as the record shows, J edediah had · no interest in
women . . . ,"95 and while this may be true, as far as a deep involvement is concerned, it is not likely that the young man was
free of any youthful ardor while living at Perrysville.
Mr. Morgan qualified his comment in a footnote where he repeated a statement, found in Smith family corespondence, that
Jedediah was romantically interested in his brother's wife:
A tradition preserved by a descendant of Ralph Smith is that Jedediah was
in love with Ralph's wife, Louisa Simons, 'a very beautiful woman,' and for
that reason never paid any attention to other women; this may have been so,
but there is not the slightest suggestion of any such feeling in Jedediah's
letters . . . .~c

Jedediah's romantic involvement with Louisa Simons was first
suggested by Ezra Delos Smith in writing to Mrs. Bacon on February :2, 1907:
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. . . Did you ever try to figure out what may have sent him to his life as a
trapper? I have. Something in the manner of Grandmother when talking of
him and in a manner that when I became a young man I believed I could
interpret led me to finally believe, but never to know that there were two
Smith young men who cared for the hart (sic) and hand of Miss Simons.
Nothing I have learned by investigation has ever developed to either confirm or refute this idea.97

It is obvious that Morgan was unaware that Ezra repudiated his
statement in a letter addressed to Mrs. Bacon only three days
after the original suggestion had been made:
I was thinking how a small hard fact will demolish a very good theory, as
I once wrote you I had a theory that possibly both Ralph and Jedediah

wanted the same girl, but now with the family record in hand there is
nothing left of that idea.98

In justice to Jedediah, to Ezra Delos Smith, and to Dale Morgan
who innocently included the suggestion in his footnotes, the
suspicion expressed by Ezra- if such it may be called- was adequately erased by his comments in the second letter.
Jedediah Strong Smith was an early traveler on the Oregon
Trail, and his name is found carved on Register Cliff, on the
North Platte, west of Fort Laramie. In ·1953 the writer followed
the old trail westward to Portland with considerable attention
being given to the few landmarks which served as guide posts for
early travelers.
Although the major landmarks were few they were· important,
four being points of registration, natural rocks or cliffs which
pointed out the route for the immigrant invasion of the west.
Names of travelers carved on the cliff identified those who had
gone before and provided encouragement for relatives and friends
who might follow. The landmarks also served as a rendezvous
where covered wagon trains stopped to rest, with a search being
made of the names on the cliff and new ones added.
In 1830, before it had become a well traveled route, Jedediah
Smith left the Wind River Rendezvous and headed east to the
Missouri. The journey took him past Register Cliff and the place
where Sublette and Campbell built Fort William, now Fort
Laramie, four years later.
The authenticity of the name Jededi<;Lh Smith found on .the face
of the cliff is questioned, and it has been suggested that an
individual of the same name carved it at a later date. 99 It is unlikely that the fur trader carried the tools with which to carve
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his name, had he been inclined to do so. Nevertheless, the very
thought that Jedediah may have left his signature on this landmark is pleasant to contemplate.
When Dale Morgan's attention was invited to the carved record
of travel on the Oregon Trail it aroused considerable enthusiasm,
and he at one time planned to visit Register Cliff to study the
carving in person. He was never able to do so, and he finally
concluded, after careful study of colored photographs, that it was
not made by J edediah Strong Smith. The discovery of the name
leaves an interesting question. Who was the Jedediah Smith who
traveled the early trail, and when did he leave his name on the
landmark?
Jedediah Strong Smith's attachment for the Mohican Country
was indeed great, and the fact that he considered it his permanent
home, where he planned to live out his life, is verified by his
letters, and by one important document. In the Sublette Papers,
quoted by Maurice S. Sullivan, Jedediah signed a bond in which
the following statement appears :
I, Jeda S. Smith, of Green township, in the State of Ohio, do hereby bind
myself, my heirs, executors and principals in the sum of thirty thousand
dollars for the faithful performance of a certain Bond, given to the Mexican
Government; dated at Monterey, November 15, 1827.100

Green township is in Richland County, Ohio, and there is no
township with that name in Ashtabula County. It was from Perrysville, Green township, that Jedediah Strong Smith departed for
the west and not from Ashtabula County. The fact is there is no
evidence to show that he was ever in Ashtabula County.
Maurice S. Sullivan obtained the surviving portion of Jedediah's
journal which he included in The Travels of ]edediah Smith. A
beginning entry reads:
I had passed the summer and fall of 1821 in the northern part of
Illinois . . . .101

Northern Illinois was Jedediah's destination. There was no
reason for him to go to Ashtabula County. His family was in Green
township and Ashtabula, north and east of his home, was a wide
and unnecessary detour on his way west.
The statement that his departure was from the Western Reserve
is also incorrect. The Connecticut Western Reserve, commonly
called the Western Reserve is located in northeast Ohio and contained three and one-third million acres of land. The southern
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Record of Law Suit entered by ]edediah Smith, Sr.
boundary included the northern border of vVayne and Ashland
counties. None of the area drained by the Forks of the Mohican
River is in the Reserve.
Doctor Simons, Jedediah's lifelong friend, and his brother Ralph
Smith who handled his financial affairs, were permanent residents
of Wayne County, and Jedediah's familiarity with the area where
he spent five years as a young man were factors in his decision
to make it his own home. Information provided by Dale Morgan
about the Smith family adds to this belief:
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It is said that Doctor Simon's daughter Louisa, who married Ralph Smith,
the elder bother of Jedediah S. Smith, and with him lived in your county,
was only a half-sister of Solomon A. Simons, who married Eunice Smith,
younger sister of Ralph and older sister of Jedediah, but we don't have any
information on the identity of the other wife . . . . Ralph Smith continued
to live in the Richland County area until the mid-forties. His sister, Betsy,
who married Edward Rude Davis in 1817, remained longest in Ohio. Her
husband died February 10, 1851, near vVooster . . . and afterward she
joined her daughter Isabella Sayles at or near Wayland, Iowa, where she
died September 18, 1861.
Solomon and Eunice Simons moved to Iowa from Jefferson (Ashtabula
County) Ohio, sometime after 1839, and he died at Brighton, Washington
County, Iowa, on February 27, 1842. She afterward married a widower
named Moses Beers and died much later, on January 27, 1891, at Springfield, Nebraska.lO~

Nothing has been found to support a statement that Jedediah
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Smith, Sr., returned to Green township to live after his departure
from the area in 1822. And it is not known whether his wife Sally

Strong Smith was merely visiting Ralph and his family in Plain
township at the time of her death. It is also possible that Jedediah
Sr., was present for the family correspondence does not suggest
that there may have been discord between the parents. It is
possible that illness in Ralph's family required their presence, or
some other unexplained circumstance which caused them to be
away from their home in Ashtabula County at the beginning of
winter. Winter along the lake shore in eastern Ohio starts early
and snow storms are usually severe.
For those who are interested in gaining more information about
Jedediah Strong Smith there is always the hope that the future will
bring to light additional documentary material touching upon his
activities. Letters which he wrote, or reports and accounts of his
trading in the Rocky Mountains which remain hidden among dusty
and as yet unexplored archives.
Contemporary newspaper files have been a rich source for
information concerning the troubles with the Arikaras in which
Jedediah had a prominent part. Sullivan and Morgan exhaustively
searched these files . A local newspaper, published at Mansfield in
Jedediah's home county, carried exchanges about the difficulties
experienced by the fur traders with the Indians. One report
gave details obtained from a letter written by General Ashley on
board the "Keelboat Rocky Mountains" which included a list of the
killed and wounded. Another issue covered the expedition against
the hostile tribe by a force of two hundred regulars, four hundred
Sioux Indians, sixty of Ashley and Henry's hunters, and fifty men
of the fur companies. 103
Publication of these accounts near Jedediah's home was undoubtedly a source of concern for the family which lacked specific
news about his involvement. Important journals which he kept are
missing- burned by a thoughtless member of the family. Some of
the gaps concerning this period of his life have been filled through
the meticulous efforts of Maurice S. Sullivan and Dale L. Morgan.
More answers may still be found.
Unexplored avenues for research should provide incentive for
those who may wish to seek additional information about Jedediah
Strong Smith, both as a man and as an important character in
Western history. Answers to many questions, some readily apparent
in the foregoing pages are sure to be found . Gold is discovered by
persistent digging.
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Ellen
Loraine
Deering

LuciLLE SANDBERG

•

"Her home shines with radiance," a friend was heard to say
about the home of Ellen Loraine Deering.
Ellen graciously quoted in return, "It is not the adornments of
a home that make it radiant, but the friends who frequent it."
Since retiring from the University of the Pacific, after fifty years
as Registrar there and at Chico State College, Ellen plans to
research lesser known phases of early northern California history,
and enjoy entertaining her many friends in her home located near
the University.
Her many professional accomplishments are noted and appear
in several national and international publications. This excerpt on
her life is about that "radiant spirit."
Her interest in history stems from her family background. Both
paternal and maternal forebears came to this land from England;
her father's people in 1633, where they settled in Kittery, Maine,
and her mother's family in 1681, where they purchased land from
William Penn near Philadelphia.
In the early 1850's her grandparents from both sides of her
family migrated by covered wagon to northern California where
they settled on homesteaded land in the so-called Colusa Plains
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(now Glenn and Colusa Counties) where they raised wheat and
barley. Ellen's mother and father were also born in California, so
she is a second generation native daughter.
In 1900, her parents moved to Chico so their children could
attend the State Normal School. Her father was employed by
General John Bidwell, the founder of Chico. Their first home
was on the vast and beautiful Bidwell Rancho, not far from the
Indian Rancheria, which the General had built for the many
Indians of the area. She numbered among her first playmates
children from the Indian Village, several of whom were enrolled
in the private school which Ellen attended.
One delightful facet of Ellen Deering's life began when she was
about ten. Her sister operated a millinery store in Chico. After
school she often stopped in to assist with shop activities. In tbe
early 1900's the MILLINERY SHOP was most essential to well
groomed women of the community. Ellen recalls that in 1920 a
member of the Board of Trustees of the Chico Normal asked the
President of the School to replimand a lady faculty member who
appeared downtown without a hat.
The owner of the shop would purchase a small stock of so-called
pattern hats, originating in Paris and New York. These hats were
purchased from a millinery salesman who would bring his stock
of samples, travelling by train, to the smaller towns. The salesmen
would display their wares of pattern hats, as well as the materials
from which to make models.
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"

Interior of Hat Shop

Ellen Deering, 6th grade

Ellens Miniature Hats
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The "makers" and "trimmers" each of whom had served at least
six months of apprenticeship without pay, while learning the trade,
would then "create" a hat from a design using colors and materials
of the customer's choice. The hats were beautiful creations, and
some were very expensive. A three ostrich plume hat for instance
might cost fifty dollars.
While the trained milliners plied their expe1tise for their customers' needs, Ellen was busy making hats for her dolls, using the
same materials and models. She cherishes the twenty miniature hats
she still has.
One of her special assignments in the shop was to unpack the
"layers upon layers of flowers and trimmings" delivered in large
boxes by Wells Fargo Express. She feels that this experience
started her early appreciation of color, line, and f01m. That experience also contributed to her love of real flowers.
A compact library of first edition autographed books in the
Deering home includes many written by friends who have written
personal messages such as the inscription author Dr. Fred L. Farley
wrote on January 17, 1955:
To Ellen Deering "Whose thoughfulness envisioned this book,
The Passing Years, and whose friendship is treasured through the
passing years."
On each side of the front door of Ellen's home are brass plates
bearing Chinese characters which read "Welcome With Happiness".
When one enters that door he finds an interior made wa1m with
u·easured gifts from grateful and admiring friends from all sections
of the world. Many of the gifts are from those she has encomaged
and counselled during their uncertain first steps in their now
successful professions. Her confidence in their talent and ability
to achieve and her enthusiasm and encomagement as they have
strived toward their goals has made her a very special person in
their lives - A Radiant Spirit!

Ellen
Loraine
Deering,

today.
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VOlCANO
IRVIN EKCLE

•

•

Hardy explorers, the ubiquitous in search of h·easures, indefatigable westward travelers seeking a home in the sunshine world,
trappers, soldiers of fortune and other egocentric individuals found
Indian trails leading into the land of their dreams, or they made
them, like the intrepid trail-blazer Jedediah Smith. Free land was
always ahead. "A better life" sparked the heart of men to drive
people onward.
A few men were bent on "getting away from it all". They wanted
to leave the church and its way of life in the limbo of their past.
From Sioux City, Omaha, and Kansas City, gateways of the West,
caravans milled into the canyons ahead. Upon reaching the California gateways, most organized bands came over Donner Pass or
the Carson Pass Emigrant Trail.
John C. Fremont published his exploits of winter travel as he
blazed his way westward in 1844. In mid-winter the intrepid Kit
Carson got an Indian guide to take him over the pass which later
bore his name. The fierce storms of the Sierra Nevada baffled
hardy explorers. They ran out of food and had to resort to their
own horse meat to keep alive. Snow blindness was thwarted by
wrapping their faces with scarves. After a rest at Silver Lake,
Carson followed the American River Canyon down the mountain,
then turned northward. He led the way. Others followed. It is said
that one hundred and fifty stopped to mine at Volcano.
The name Volcano, no doubt, was given to the area because
the town sets in a giant rounded valley resembling known volcanic
blowouts. Names are queer from those days. Sometimes settlements had earlier names. Volcano's was Soldiers' Gulch. That
name was given by the story that Col. Stevenson's New York
Seventh Regiment of volunteers in the Yfexican War had been
bivouacked in the area for a winter. Later on the Colonel failed to
indicate that a camp had been in the area or to confirm the sto1y.
From Volcano out-circuit stations for early preachers were Freezeout, Bedbug and Rabbit Creek
Volcano's gold was easy to find in the early days. The wash of
the centuries in the creek nearby was surface dust. Underneath a
yellow clay would surrender its gold by the unusual method of
boiling. Boilers instead of pans were used in this adventure to get
gold. Others, who stayed longer, dug the clay, set the chunks up
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Early Mining Center
to dry1 then pounded them and sifted for pay dirt. These drying
yards must have looked like modem tile drying yards.
Hydraulic mining in California began early at Volcano. There
land waste from hillsides began the blight which later was to move
down the hills to impoverish agricultural lands for a century.
Gold was valuable. The rich alluvial soil in the flat lands below
was valuable too. The humus and minerals used by growing grain
and trees were vital to all life. Thousands of acres of good soil
were to be covered by the washed gravel sluiced from the hills
of many creeks under the hydraulic pressure of the new way to
mine gold. A monument to this kind of mining stands in Volcano.
There is the heavy bronze nozzle and the tightly laced canvas hose
used for the newly developed water power which got gold, but
laid waste to man's future food supply land.
The Yankees came with others, the Mexicans, the Chinese, the
Europeans. They came on the nm up the hill because some had
found the veins to body gold, or gravel with heavy gold in its
grasp. Gold was gold to hearts' desire. The how didn't matter. The
payoff was good. The settlement became a town of 5,000 people
when excitement ran gold high. Little iron cart loads rolled down
hill with a $250 load of pay dirt. Washed gravel yielded $500 a
pan. A thousand dollars was not unusual for a hardy miner to
eam on some good days.
Immigrants from the Carson Valley route reached Daffodil Hill
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and came down grade to this little town nestled between rocks,
hills and pines beside a dashing stream. "People" made stores.
After the early seekers men came with families. Lodge halls, hotels
and churches became a reality because society needed them to
live by. Even jails were necessary in a rip-roaring frontier town.
The remains of some of these linger on in dilapidated retrospect.
In the burly-burly life of the day, men found a need for some
social direction. Politics came with the gold. Miners elected an
alcade or mayor such as Yerba Buena had before it became San
Francisco. Through the Alcado laws of government for the little
settlement were established. As the pioneer society grew there
came a school, a debating society known as a Lyceum, a circulating library, a Masonic Lodge and an Odd Fellows' Lodge each
with its auxiliaries. George Madeira, a mining engineer, here built
the first astronomical observatory in California. This was followed
by another "first" in California. Professor George Horn wrote
"Horn's Examiner into the Laws of Nature". Published in 1855, it
was the first book on philosophy to be published in California.
The Volcano folk had a flair for the exotic, the literary, and the
arts. Theaters and early day vaudeville, largely on the risque side,
were developed locally. The great actors, musicians and a few
lecturers found their way to the entertainment of aesthetically
starved eastern men of prominence who for a time were sidetracked at the Volcano mines. More than any other "camp''
around, Volcano listened to the heart beat of better things. Always
present among men was the infiltration of baser values for yearning hearts.
Miners' songs revealed the souls of men starved for the fonner
social graces many knew back home. Yet, men they were seeking
gold for wealth's sake rather than good for conscience's sake. Dr.
Hunt retells a fist-full of these in his "Ghost Towns Live Again".
From "The Happy Miner' they sang:
"No matter whether rich or poor, I'm happy as a clam,
I wish my friencb at home could look and see me as I am,
With woolen shirt and rubber boots, in mud up to my 1..-nees,
And lice as large as Chili beans fighting with the flens."

Also from "Sweet Betsy from Pike" they sang:
"Oh, don't you remember Sweet Betsy from Pike.
Who crossed the big mountains, with her lover Ike,
\Vith two yokes of cattle, a lMgc yellow dog,
A tall Shanghai rooster and one spotted hog?''
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Even with the entertainment and joviality, winters were harsh.
Housing was poor and food became scarce. During the winter of
the largest ingress of people there was much suffering from exposure and the lack of food.
Among the pot-pourri population of Soldiers' Gulch, or Volcano,
were the forever pioneering men of God. The Methodists and
other circuit riders were there. Walkers, they really were in most
mining settlements. Hay at $60 to $100 a ton was too expensive for
a minister to buy to feed his horse, or even the greater scavenger,
a mule. Walking or riding came minister! Some of them were
labeled "South of God" ministers representing the former Methodist Episcopal Church, South. Others were just plain "M. E."
churchmen. One of the early preachers said, "I saw multitudes of
people digging into the mountain to get to Jerusalem. I exhorted
them to look up. They did not seem to hear me but kept on with
their labor." None-the-less the minister kept at his calling, preaching for God.
Then came another man. Jesse L. Bennett was ordained in
Illinois in 1839. After traveling in the Midwest he joined a caravan
organizing for California. He and his family stopped at Carson
City, Nevada, where he was one of the first men to preach in
Nevada; thence on to California. In 1852 he was appointed by
Isaac Owen to Volcano. A revival meeting stirred the whole community. Of Bennett, who organized the Methodist church at Volcano, it is said, "though usually out on the ragged edge of civilization, he was a gentle and modest man".
As a result, the church people built a church house on the
first rise of a hill above town. Around it they built a cemetery. A
building was dedicated on July 15, 1852. There were the two
Methodisms in Volcano for some time, each with its own building.
The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, had a building near the
center of the town. A picture of the early town shows both
churches, but no records remain of the latter.
Religion was a good thing to share. The revival meeting leading
up to a church building drew people from all around. The faithful came down one hilly road from the Jackson area and up another
hilly road from Sutter Creek to share in the gospel warmth. Of this
the Calaveras Chronicle in Mokelumne Hill wrote, 'We opine
there will be some rare sport there." It must have been a heartwarming experience, for out of it the first Methodist Church in
Volcano became a reality through the contributions of its members. Regardless of its influence, a traveler wrote of these days in
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his "log book" that he found a congenial company here and that
some even played chess with chessmen carved roughly from wood
with their bowie knives. So was built the church at Volcano, the
location of which we now honor.
There are those living who pointed out to us the fll'st church
site on the top of Cemetery Hill. A second new church was
dedicated on July 15, 1857 by J. W. Brier. The old church bell
has been moved to the main street where it stands on a quadrant
and is presently used as a community fll'e bell.
The leadership va1ied. In 1853 J. L. Bennett held services at
Drytown. In 1858 the church changed cll'cuits to form a partnership with Grizzly Flat. The next joint-charge venture in 1863 was
composed of Volcano, Sutter (Creek) and Jackson. In 1865 Volcano
was with Fiddletown. The next year W. B. Priddy had Volcano
alone. In 1872 Plymouth became the cll'cuit partner. In 1878 West
Point, far up the mountain, was linked to this two-point cll'cuit. In
1882 Shenandoah Valley was added. In 1885 there was a break-up
of the former relationships and Volcano seemed to lack the stability .
for pastoral services. One layman, S. B. Boardman, was for years
the center of church continuity in Volcano. He died in 1887. From
there on the record is silent.
In 1858, the heyday of Volcano's strength, there were five
churches, a school, a Masonic Hall, an Odd Fellows' Hall, a
theater, 47 saloons, 12 restaurants, two breweries, five hotels, and
plenty of stores and markets. It may seem to an outsider that a
slow decay has left little of value. Memory values cling about the
wrecks of time. Every new generation has had to face its historical
values, to preserve them or to wreck them.
Jim Hitch of The Oakland Tribune, June 7, 1946 issue, wrote
about one severe local pow-wow. Services in the old Methodist
Church had been discontinued. The District Superintendent had
asked that the church be torn down. The Annual Conference had
voted that this be done. The wrecking crew with its usual instruments of destruction arrived to complete the execution. After the
townspeople protested, a ten-day reprieve was granted. Led by
Mrs. Sam Bonneau the citizens began to raise a fund of $500 to
rebuild the old church. There it stood without windows or doors.
The old pulpit lay on its side in a corner. It was on that pulpit
that the Rev. Thomas Stan King pounded fiercely and "with so
much gusto that he won for himself a niche in the national Hall
of Fame." The church was standing beside the well populated
cemetery with no one to plead its cause. Hitch continued, "There
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Methodist Episcopal Church, Volcano, Amador County.
it was : the ghostly structure moved 'from its original location atop
a knoll to the shoulder of Cemetery Hill many decades ago."
From 1946 it was only three years until the centenary of the
1849 days. Yet, the old church lost. Time won! Sadly, it is no more.
Probably the Annual Conference didn't have the money needed to
keep and preserve, nor the will to put historic values above the
lesser things. Unto this day we need a renewed conscience of the
value of archival materials and historical sites.
The Methodist Volcano Cemetery on a hill overlooking the twoor-three streeted present town of Volcano is a visitor's "must see".
Therein are tombstones in memory of early settlers, or of transient
gold seekers whose bodies wore out before their biblically prescribed time. Sometimes a ruffian's bullet ended the material existence of a man away from home and kinfolk. Yet he was buried
on Methodist Hill by friendly folk. (Besides the Methodist Cemetery there is a Roman Catholic burial ground farther up the bill.)
The Methodist Cemetery was not only a bmial ground for the
faithful or the careless, it was the site of the first building for the
Methodist household. The cemetery property still is under control
of the Trustees of the Sutter Creek-Jackson parish of the CaliforniaNevada Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. In
1970 the Improvement Association of Volcano asked the Commission on Archives and History to request the Conference to deed
the property to it so that it could be more carefully looked after.
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Before the request reached the Annual Conference, however, the
request was withdrawn.
For some reason, the church was later moved from the crown on
the hill to a location 100 feet below the cemetery grounds where it
stood for many years. The land on which it stood is now in private
hands.
In the present little town are time-tested buildings standing for
a glory which was Volcano. All these call us to remember those
who pulsed with love, ambition and life and called this home. Here
let us raise our markers of hallowed memory thereby witnessing
by our faith to the faith of them who built "our church" and dug
"our cemetery". In this we build for our time and our day.
The dim past ties in with our time. On a meadow nearby is the
Indian grinding stone which contains over 1500 grinding holes,
making this one of the largest of Indian artifacts. The swfaced
rock is a fairly flat place about 150' x 60'. The Miwok Indians
made these holes of varying sizes depending on the using time.
One stands in awe as he ponders over the squaws in action to
provide winter stores of corn, acorns, seeds and dried berry flour.
Gathering and processing were exceedingly irksome. In the valley
below was gold, nearly a hundred million dollars' worth, but they
knew it not. Had they known! Hunger came before glittering gold.
Maybe their way of life was more satisfying to their native needs
than to have coffers filled with cold, glowing gold. Who knows?
Among depleted gold diggings are ruins, buried dreams and
forsaken tools. On the rim of the valley is Daffodil Hill, three
miles above town. There the first McLaughlin family settled. Their
home became a freight and stagecoach stop on the overland route
to the many new settlements. Now, every spring thousands of
visitors are drawn to see the display of man's genius in garden
loveliness at the old ranch. Years ago the :\llcLaughlins began to
plant bulbs and flowers for their satisfaction and for the glory of
God. Descendants of the pioneer McLaughlin family now live in
nearby Jackson. To them and others like them we pay a latter day
tribute through making the Volcano church and cemetery an
honored historic site of California.

The Volcano Site is numbered 15 in the directory of
Methodist Church Sites registered with the General Conference Commission on Archives and History.
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San Leandro and the Portuguese
CARLOS ALMEIDA

"A need for a better way of life was not always the cause for
many thousands of Portuguese who little by little fled the Azores,
a group of nine islands somewhat afloat in the middle of the vast
Atlantic Ocean. Nor can one truly say that there was a political or even religious persecution that would force the islanders to
seek new horizons, one of them- California- holy land of America
as it was commonly referred to by Azoreans who were left behind,
and by those who would return home to satisfy that longing, a
nostalgia created by a long absence from homeland which its
folklore sings and labels saudades."
In the minds of those people of Moorish, Flemish, French, and
English ancestry there was a spirit of adventure-the curiosity of
wanting to know what was on the other side of the ocean.
Opportunities would come by when whaling vessels from New
Bedford lords would touch the Azoreans shores seeking for supplies to help crews carry on to farther seas south and west of the
American continent in pursuit of that giant mammal-the whale.
In their stop-over in these tiny islands, the unscrupulous captains
would admit, many times under conditions that only a devil would
dream of, these innocent and courageous young men to labor
aboard ship for two and more years under the whip to produce
more and faster, thus enriching the New Bedford proprietors from
sales of whale oil and other related products. In the course of
these voyages, whales were hunted, cut up and melted to produce
barrels of a very demanding oil. When in the Pacific these barrels
would be transferred to ships waiting along the coast of some
Hawaiian islands eager to sail to markets in both Pacific and
Atlantic coasts of continental United States.
Tired of this sea life, somewhat different than what they had
been told and promised before embarking ship in faraway Azores,
these men would swim ashore in the middle of the night, escaping
a furious and alert captain who would not dare to fire a small
cannon his ship had been equipped with to warn and discourage
those with ideas of ~utiny or escape-ideas which would take
possession of the minds of those farm laborers who found themselves at sea in voyages that lasted two and more years.
They swam and swam to the shores of Hawaii and to those of
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Antonio Fonte in ceremonial attire. Fonte teas a merchant of East
Oakland who led the Portuguese community in the founding of the
U.P.E.C. He became its first state president 1887.
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both south and north of California to seek refuge from the tyrants,
wolves of the sea.
:Many came to San Leandro years later by the way of Hawaii,
others from San Francisco and later from the sierra where the lure
for gold had turned out to be for many a mere hope.
So they came, humble and tired, to settle and continue in these
Spanish lands a new life at the fields. Farmers by birth and
necessity they toiled the soil of San Leandro turning it productive.
There came potatoes, corn, beans, fruits, and love for family and
the community. They bought, many times at high prices, their lots
which they enlarged year after year with meager incomes of their
labor and crop sales.
They brought with them their traditions, some of them still in
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existence, such as the Holy Ghost festivals. They brought their
favorite recipes for food which, likewise, can be found in many

a kitchen in the San Leandro home.
Throughout the years they lived a simple life and tried to
impress upon their children the importance of learning. So the
future fruits born in the wombs of these Portuguese immigrant
women grew to be businessmen, professionals, politicians, and
above all a loving and law abiding people whose preoccupation
was always to live a decent life- the one natural resow-ces had
denied their parents in the faraway Pico, Faial, Flores, Sao Miguel,
and Santa Maria islands of the archipelago of the Azores.

0

0

0

0

0

0

ANTONIO (SOARES) ROGERS

One of the many Azorean pioneering families who settled in

San Leandro was Antonio Rogers, born in 1835 in Flamengos
(Flemish) island of Faial, Azores. At the age of 13 he left his
homeland aboard a whaling vessel to seek "adventure and fortune."
Upon his arrival in Boston, he was able to gain employment as a
steward.
Rogers original name was Soares; but since he was replacing
"Steward Rogers" aboard ship, they kept calling Antonio by "Young
Rogers" for the next eight years. The name stuck and he not only
kept it, but also passed it along to his wife Rita Inacio de Melo,
the daughter of a merchant from Boston, whom he married in
1860 and to his twelve children born of this maniage.
A year prior to his marriage, Rogers abandoned ma1itime life
to come and settle in San Leandro where he fixed residence in the
area known today as Dutton Avenue; at the time referred to as
"chicken lane."
He grew potatoes to sell on Broadway markets of Oakland, a
journey he and his wife would make with a horse and buggy.
Antonio became well known in Portuguese and American circles.
In 1865 he decided to become an American citizen by naturalization and joined the Republican party. He resided continuously in
San Leandro till his death in April of 1916 at the age of 81.
One of his twelve sons, Antonio Agostinho Rogers (also known
as Antone Augustine Rogers) born on August 16, 1875, in San
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Cherry Festival float driven by Grand Marshall Eber
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-Hol!j Ghost celebration-Alvarado Street, San Leandro. This semireligious festival is one of the few Portuguese traditions that lived
through time and today is still observed in almost every city of
California.
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Joseph B. Mendonca participates in Cherry Festival with his
float displaying products of his ranch ( 1909 ).
Leandro became a Deputy Tax Collector for Alameda County,
a position he left in 1902 to become Deputy County Clerk for the
next six years. He studied law and was admitted to practice in
1908. He served as Deputy District Attorney for Alameda County,
an appointment he received in January 1909 from Hon. William
H. Donahue, W. H. L. Hynes and Ezra W. Decoto.
A. A. Rogers was a Republican nominee for the office of State
Senator for the 13th District to succeed Hon. John G. Mattos. In
1910 he was elected to the State Assembly and in 1920 he resigned
from the position of Deputy District Attorney to dedicate his full
time to law practice. The city of San Leandro entrusted him with
the administration of the San Leandro Public Library. He chaired
the Carnegie Library Board of Trustees during the time they were
building the new library quarters.
Antonio A. Rogers served also as City Attorney of San Leandro.
He had a son named Antonio A. Rogers, Jr. and a daughter Helma
Rogers born to his marriage to Luiza Rogers. This son of a
Portuguese immigrant family passed away on February 19, 1953,
after a life of service to the community his father had selected
as a second homeland back in 1859.
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Monument to the
Portuguese Immigrant
-Dedicated in 1964Root Park, Downtown
San Leandro, California.
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St. Joseph's Hall, Davis Street, San Leandro, California- Birthplace
of the statewide Portuguese Union of the State of California.
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JOSEPH BERNARDO MENDONCA
Sometimes it is indeed rather difficult to establish the national
background of some individuals. Amongst those are the Portuguese whose names many a times were misspelled by theu·
American hosts, who time and time again took upon themselves
the task of forming new names based on phonetics. So you find
the Andrew for Andre; the Barrett and Barry for Barros; the
Bennet for Bernardo; the Brandon for Brandao; the Crews for
Cruz; the Emery for Amaral; the Frates and Frazer for Freitas
and hundred more or so varieties that one cannot imagine.
However, not only the Irish were at fault; the Portuguese were
to blame also for they went on and anglicized theu· names thus
misleading historians and researchers of their true national identities. So we find Portuguese with family names like Brooks from
Ribeiro; Brown from Brum; Cross for Cruz; Corey for Correia;
Fields for Campos; Green for Verde; King for Reis; Marks for
Marques; Miller for Mello; Oakes for Carvalho; Perry and Peary
for Pereira and many more.
Not all of these immigrants and their sons allowed or favored
such changes. Mendonca was one. A rancher and capitalist and
one of the most influential figures in the development of San
Leandro, of which he was a resident since 1868 till his death on
June 18, 1940.
He was born in the island of Faial, Azores, in 1847, son of Jose
Bernardo and of Louisa Mendonca. He came to San Leandro by
the way of the Isthmus of Panama; landing in San Francisco on
August 25, 1868. Five years later he had saved two thousand
dollars in interest from various commercial institutions. Th1ifty
as most Portuguese, and land eager as most Azoreans, Mendonca
leased over one thousand acres of land in the foothills of the city
from Don Francisco Peralta, which he farmed for three years. With
enough cash saved he realized one of his dreams and bought a
farm of his own, which covered about two hundred acres. He
became a partner of Thomas Mulford at the Mulford Ranch, now
known as Mulford Garden's subdivision.
In 1876 he married Miss Elizabeth McLaughlin of San Francisco. Three children were born to the Mendoncas: George, Mae
C. (Lewis) and Richard Mendonca; founder of the San Leandro
Mill and Lumber Co. later owned by R. W. Shannon. His wife,
Elizabeth, passed away on March 29, 1908, and Joseph remarried
Nliss !ria in December of 1909. His granchildren were Arthur J.;
George A., Wilford Mendonca and Stanley Lewis. He was active
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in local politics having served as trustee in the San Leandro School
District.
He was a director of the old First National Bank of San Leandro, which later became the American Trust Company (now Wells
Fargo Bank); and also served on the Board of Directors of the
Portuguese-American Bank of San Francisco; which later also
joined the American Trust Company. He served for several years
on the Board of Directors of U.P.E.C. Mendonca always exercised great influence among the Portuguese which at the time
numbered in the thousands. He is said to have been of help to
encourage immigration of the Portuguese into the area. He lived
in a home on Marina Boulevard ( f01merly First Avenue) by the
bay where he, like most islanders, loved the ocean breeze which
many times reminded him of home in the faraway Azores.
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FDR'S 'Quarterbacking' ol U.S. Naval
Policy in the Pacific 1933-1939
BARBARA BENl'iETI PETERSON

PART ONE
In foreign affairs, Franklin D. Roosevelt was a theoretical internationalist, but in the first years of his administration, he seemed
to neglect this area or to relegate foreign affairs to the background.
From his experience in the administration of Woodrow Wilson,
FDR recognized the necessity of securing public understanding
and support before his foreign policy could be accepted. During
his first term, he realized that he would commit political suicide if
his policy appeared too international. The temper of the time demanded isolation from the u·oubles of the world. Support from the
isolationists in Congress was necessary to ensure the success of
the early New Deal policies.
FDR had been Assistant Secretary of the Navy during the administration of Wilson. The Secretary of the Navy selected by
Wilson was Josephus Daniels who in turn had asked that young
Roosevelt be offered the Assistant Secretary's position. FDR "was
a lover of ships and collector of ship models and books about the
sea."1 From 1913 to 1920, FDR held this position and here he
acquired administrative and technical experience and made useful contacts in labor circles through the shipyards. At the end of
World War I, Roosevelt accompanied Wilson to the Paris Peace
Conference. FDR was to supervise the disposition of naval supplies. During the debate on the treaty measures of Versailles, FDR
was an ardent supporter of the League of Nations.
As a candidate for the Vice-Presidency in 1920, Roosevelt defended the "internationalist" platform of his party. In the 1924
and 1928 elections, FDR was opposed to the narrow nationalism
of both major pa1ties. However, before his nomination as the
Democratic candidate in 1932, FDR was forced to placate the
isolationists within the Democratic party as William McAdoo and
William Randolph Hearst. However, in contrast to Wilson, FDR
thought it was the man, and not the theory that solved problems,
and he was sure he was the man to solve the problems. Roosevelt,
according to his advisor Raymond Moley, decided not to concern
himself with foreign policy during the 1932 election campaign.2
The most pressing problems were to provide relief, recovery and
reform to the economy.
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The President before the mike
on the balcony of Iolani Palace
delivering a speech on the strategic importance of Hawaii to
the United States.

Although his inaugural address had contained only one paragraph on foreign affairs which dealt with the Good Neighbor
policy, by 1934 more and more about the world situation crept
into his speeches. Improved relations with Latin America were
seen as essential to national security. Both internationalists and
isolationists supported the policy of the Good Neighbor. The
isolationists supported closer hemispheric relations as an essential
prerequisite before regional isolationism could be achieved. Internationalists believed that a united hemisphere would play a
significant role in maintaining peace through economic stability.3
Over the next five years, FDR would suggest a hardening line
in relation to totalitarian aggression and emphasize the need for
defensive measures as the best protection from war. As in domestic
affairs, the President would read the prevailing political winds and
shift according to public opinion. His freedom of action to conduct foreign policy in accordance with his own conception of the
nation's interests was hampered until 1938-1939 by the wide
American adherence to isol~tionism. The complexity of the isolationist forces and their wide appeal in the early 1930's forced the
President to be cautious. To extend Hofstadter's "quarterback
thesis" to foreign affairs as well as domestic concerns, FDR called
plays upon the successes of the preceding gains or loses, and the
isolationists demanded domestic reforms before an aggressive
foreign policy.
The President and the State Department were in a difficult
position. As early as 1934, the American Embassy in Tokyo warned
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the State Department of the ambitious expansionists plans of the
Japanese, and the high quality of Japanese Naval weapons.4 These

reports implied action which Congress and public opinion would
not accept. Ambassador to Japan, Joseph Grew stated in May of
1933, "It is my opinion that Japan has the most complete, wellbalanced, coordinated and therefore powerful fighting machine in
the world today."5 From another foreign capital it was suggested
that the United States build up its naval units as William Bullitt,
Ambassador to the USSR, wrote : "The best insurance against the
United States being drawn into a war between Japan and the
Soviet Union is a large Navy. In the event that Japan begins to
build above her present ration, we should speak softly and build
three ships to her one."6
Franklin Roosevelt was a student of the American Presidency.
He understood the necessity of public support before partisan
policies could be applied. The President understood that partisanship in foreign policy is not the same as in domestic affairs.
Partisan Presidents have their greatest success in foreign policy by
modulating their partisanship to a lower key.7 Throughout the

early years of the New Deal, there seems to be a difference between what the President was willing to say publicly concerning
foreign policy and preparedness and what he personally felt was
in the best interest of the United States. The president made sure
he had the votes in Congress before he asked Congress for any
legislation concerned with national defense. When support was
not apparent, he implemented many of his policies through executive orders.
The purpose of this paper is to show how P.DR used his powers
of the Presidency to prepare the United States for possible international involvement even though the majority opinion of Congress and the Country was unprepared for it before 1939. The
Navy limitations conferences held during the 1930's illustrated to
FDR that a degree of preparedness was necessary, and he set
about to do this by building up the Navy.
American Statesmen of the 1930's were confronted by an
isolationist tornado. Whereas, the isolationism of the 1920's had
reflected dissatisfaction or disillusionment with the World War I
unfilled war aims, the isolationism of the 1930's was more profound, more intense in conviction and less tolerant of dissent.
There were two primary factors which brought about the intensification of the isolationist sentiment in the early 1930's. First,
there was the impact of the Great Depression. Perhaps no other
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single result of the depression bred more isolationists than the
repudiation of the World War I debts. Sensing the danger of a
German economic collapse, Hoover had proposed the Moratorium,
June 20, 1931, on all reparation and debt payments for one year.
Only Finland later repaid her former Allies in full. The former
Allies were looked upon as "welchers" and in tum this bred ill
feeling toward the United States in Europe, for Europeans now
called the United States "Uncle Shylock". The world economic
panic tended to produce economic nationalism.
To meet the ever-mounting crisis, Ew·opean countries withdrew
their gold deposits from American banks and unloaded deflating
securities on the New York Stock Exchange.
Foreign investments made by Americans abroad between 1920
and 1929 were almost entirely lost. As the depression deepened,
each country tried to save its own economy at the expense of its
neighbors and tariff rates were raised higher. Increasingly, foreign
trade was seen as shakey and not essential to the return of prosperity.
Perhaps due to this feeling the international trade with Europe
was not essential to economic recovery, the reciprocal trade agreements which Cordell Hull desired to have accepted at the London
Economic Conference of 1933 were not backed by FDR who
actually pulled the rug out from under Hull. FDR capitulated to
the isolationists who demanded that national or hemispheric
prosperity be restored first. Interestingly when reciprocal trade
agreements were negotiated after 1933, they were first made with
Latin American countries.s
The second precipitating agent of the new dynamic isolationism
was the wave of aggressions that unde1mined and finally destroyed
the Versailles peace settlement. Embittered by the economic chaos,
the so-called have-not nations revived the law of the jungle seeking
after tenitorial gains such as Japan's action in Manchwia illush·ated. How did the delusion arise that Americans could preserve
their rights and heritage while totalitarian governments were seeking to dominate the world?
The isolationists believed that the New World had a destiny all
its own and was prepared to sit out a future war behind isolationist walls. The oceans would separate us from the embroilments of
Europe; the United States could defend our shores, they felt sure.
To resurrect the league was impossible, to join collective security
agreements was dangerous; the isolationists recommended storm
cellar policies.
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The ideology of isolationism had gathered so much momentum
by the election year of 1932 that internationally minded politicians
had to yield to its force. fn order to win the Democratic nomination, FDR surrendered to their sentiments. On February 2, 1932,
FDR spoke to members of the New York State Grange. The
League, he explained was no longer the league of Woodrow Wilson and America had no place in it. FDR's internationalism had
been tempered, but would remain as a firm, personal principle.
There appears to be a difference between what Roosevelt
wanted to do and what he thought the Country and Congress
were willing to do in the early years of the New Deal. On January
9, 1933, FDR invited Henry L. Stimson to lunch at Hyde Park. It
was suggested later that Stimson and FDR agreed that a hard line
of action should be taken against Japanese aggressions in Manchuria. However, FDR did not say this publicly and in a press
conference on January 17, 1933, FDR stated that there would be
no change in his foreign policy direction in relation to the Far
East as domestic problems must be solved first. The possibility of
breaking the isolationist shackles was further diminished because
Key Pittman was chaitman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee from 1933 to 1940. Pittman's lack of commitment on
foreign policy issues meant that usually the Borah-Johnson isolationist view prevailed in committee decisions.
It was not until May, 1937, that FDR was able to take a more
forceful hand in the direction of foreign affairs. Sumner Wells
was appointed Undersecretary of State, replacing William Philips,
and Wells became FDR's pipeline into the State Department.
Several events in the yeru:s 1935-1936 contributed to the support
of isolationism. A Senate Investigating Committee, was organized
to investigate the munitions industry with Senator Gerald Nye
from North Dakota as chairman. The committee's report contributed greatly to the "revisionist" view of America's entrance
into World War J.9 Revisionism became a popular orthodoxy. The
Nye committee's report was made public in 1935 and supported
the thesis that munitions makers, international bankers, and foreign
propagandists had duped the United States into entering the First
World War.
The most thought-provoking elaboration of the munition makersbankers-propagandists thesis was formulated by the historian
Charles Beard. About the time of the Nye Committee's inquiries,
he became obsessed with fear that FDR would yield to temptation to use an activist foreign policy as an instrument of national
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recovery. Beard wrote, The Open Door At Horne in which he
suggested that the New Deal policies be expanded to include the
entire hemisphere in social planning. 1 o He suggested the U. S.
economy would flourish through hemispheric interdependence. As
a result, Beard believed the western hemisphere would be free
from the problems and foreign wars of Europe. Protection, he
thought, lay within the confines of our hemisphere, and the oceans
would protect us.
Finally, the isolationists of the 1930's built much of their position
on the belief that the United States lacked a substantial motive for
going to war but had vital reasons for staying at peace. They
believed that the U. S. desired no additional territory. They believed the world situation offered no moral requirement for the
U. S. to intervene. There was no struggle between good and evil
in the struggle between the later Axis vs. the Allies. They believed the U. S. was powerless to bring about a just solution to
international problems. They were sure the U. S. would not be
and could not be attacked. FDR, on the other hand, believed the
U. S. could not live as a turtle in isolationism but must accept
international realities and responsibilities. Preparedness for FD R
came to mean protection for American political and economic
integrity.
During the early yeru·s, FDR's course in foreign affairs was uncertain, even contradictory. The President appeared to be as
Selig Adler has called him, "The Uncertain Giant".11 FDR was not
tempted to break the political truce with the isolationists during
the early New Deal years. Although a theoretical internationalist,
FDR was willing to tempo1ize with politicians of contrary convictions. His primary concern in 1933 was to extricate the country
from the economic quagmire into which it had sunk. To achieve
the New Deal goals, the President needed the goodwill of key
isolationists-Willirun E. Borah, Robert M. LaFollette, Jr., Gerald
P. Nye, and Burton Wheeler. He had no intention of alienating
these progressives by raising the ghost of collective security. In
1933, a proposal for concerted international action against any or
all of the aggressor nations would have jeopardized the New Deal
and courted party disaster.12
There is good reason to believe that Franklin D. Roosevelt was
far from blind to the gatheling war clouds. Personally, he may
have agreed with persistent leaguists that the United States ought
to join in collective action to cauterize the totalitarian infection. But
he did not say so publicly and he made no real attempt to stop
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the isolationist bandwagon until 1937 in Chicago. In his famous
"Quarantine the Aggressors" speech on October 5, 1937, FDR now
publicly suggested a solution to aggression. 13 The speech in
Chicago illustrated a move away from a neutral, equivocal stance
and suggested an active policy of international involvement and
commitment. The "international" tenor of this address was not
received well by public opinion or Congress and the President was
forced once more to retreat and "tack with the wind".
There was a final expression of the isolationist philosophy in
1938. The Ludlow amendment was introduced into the House by
Louis Ludlow, Congressman from Indiana.H It provided that the
United States could enter a war only after a national referendum.
FDR was bitterly opposed to this amendment as it would fracture
national unity in time of danger by sharp discussion. Traditionally,
it is the President who asks Congress for a declaration of war ahd
the nation usually sustains the Executive. The President saw this
amendment as a severe limitation on his own Constitutional powers and fortunately it failed to pass in the House.
The dilemma of Franklin D. Roosevelt in relation to foreign
affairs throughout most of the 1930's seems to be summarized in
his comment to William Allen White, in 1939: FDR stated, "My
problem is to get the American people to think of the conceivable
consequences (of totalitarian aggressions) without scaring them
into thinking that they are going to be dragged into this war."15
As a result of being forced to ply a course through the isolationists sentiments, FDR used diverse Presidential powers to begin
building a strong national defense. Through funds diverted from
New Deal programs, through executive orders and through appropriations to the Navy Department, FDR began to prepare the
U. S. international involvement long before the Country and Congress were willing to vote money for this purpose. As a first
priority, FDR became committed to building up the strength of
the U. S. Navy since the Naval limitations conferences throughout
the early 1930's failed to produce any constructive restrictions as
the next section illustrates.
From the end of the first World War until well after the aggressions into Manchuria and Ethiopia, some of the principal powers of the world attempted to reduce the burden of competitive
armament. The necessity for arms limitation had been one of the
cornerstones of Woodrow Wilson's program for world peace and
the problem had been dealt with in Articles 8 and 9 of the League
Covenant. Wilson had believed that there were only two alterna-
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tives with regard to national security. One was for each nation to
rely upon its own military strength, and the other was to develop
effective international action against aggression. If a nation chose
the second alternative of collective security, in 'Wilson's view it
should join the League of Nations.16 But those who did not support
the League, were unwilling to attempt these two alternatives. Opponents of the League in the U. S. suggested limiting the arms
race through the reduction of armaments on a parity basis, each
nation retaining, after reductions had been effected, the same
proportional strength that it had originally possessed. Supporters
of this third alternative believed that reduction could be accomplished piecemeal or one category of armament a-t a time, and
that it could be accomplished outside the framework of the
League. This was the theory behind the Washington Conference
for the Limitation of Naval Armament which met from November,
1921 through Febmary, 1922.
The terms of the Washington Naval Treaty established a comparative ratio in capital ships between Britain, the United States,
Japan, France, and Italy. Total capital ships and/or replacement
tonnage could not exceed the ratio of 5:5:3:1.7:1.7 for the above
nations respectively.17 There was a limitation against gun calibers
in excess of 18 inches, and a limitation in tonnage for aircraft
carriers. The United States, Britain, and Japan agreed to maintain
the status quo in regard to fortifications and naval bases in the
Pacific region.18
Contemporaries viewed the Washington Naval Treaty with mixed
feelings. The treaty was supported by President Harding19 and
Charles Evans Hughes, 20 as a monumental achievement. Others,
such as Rear Admiral Harry S. Knapp, U. S. N. retired, stated :
"The treaty abolishes competition in two categories only- battleships and aircraft carriers. These are the most expensive ships to
build because of the great tonnage units; but they are not the
most expensive per ton. In the cmiser, flotilla-leader, desh"oyer,
and submarine, the nations are free to continue their competition." 21 Rear Admiral Knapp was also severely critical of the agreement with Japan which maintained the status quo in fortifications.
The Admiral suggested that a naval base should be built on Guam
and that the naval base in Manila Bay should be modernized, to
keep pace with the Japanese fortifications in the Pacific. 22
The Washington Conference did not end the arms race nor did
it end the attentpt to deal with the question of disarmament. Con51

tinuing the idea of parity reduction established at Washington, a
second conference was held at Geneva in 1927 and a third at
London in 1930. The Geneva Conference had been unsuccessful,
but the London Conference did produce some agreement between
Britain, the United States and Japan, but did not end competition
in arms.
The London Conference opened in January, 1930 with all five
signatories of the Five Power ·washington Naval Pact in attendance.
Politicians and diplomats, rather than naval technicians, were
sent as delegates to the conference. The United States sent a
strong delegation headed by Secretary of State, Henry L. Stimson.
Although Britain had agreed to American parity in all categories
of ships, the main technical question was how to arrive at a
foxmula that measured the fighting quality of ships which depended upon variables such as the age of vessel, the speed, the
armour plating, and the caliber of guns carried. The technicians
representing the British and the American navy men had been
unable to agree on any "yardstick" with which to measure these
variables before the conference began. Hence, the negotiation took
place outside the framework of any formula. 23
(To be continued)
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It was not much of an exaggeration that between 1867 and 1869,
readers of two Rocky Mountain newspapers could be in the same
location as their hometown newspapers only by moving. Located
in at least seven places in Nebraska, Colorado and Wyoming,1
one of these newspapers, The Frontier Index (also called "The
Press on Wheels" by its owners, Legh R. and Fred K. Freeman),
migrated with the construction crews of the Union Pacific Railroad. The other, The Sweetwater Mines of three towns (one on
two different occasions) in Wyoming, followed the gold prospectors and weather through the southwestern portion of that territory.
Both papers2 were barkers for the places where they published,
believing in these transitory homes enough "to sorter toy with the
truth in prophetic spirit for the good of the .. . community."3
Both papers felt they held monopolies on preaching certain
virtues: in the case of the Mines, hard work, diligence and permanent settlement ranked high; Index beliefs could be gleaned lefthandedly, by analyzing what the paper did not cherish. Both
papers died defending something: the Index, after extolling law
and order, was burned out by an angry mob; the Mines collapsed
probably because of a poor defense of a charge of indebtedness.
Differences between these contemporaries were more numerous
than similarities. Whereas the Index was flamboyant, pompous and
sure of itself, the Mines was more rational and sober in tone.
Whereas the Index was prosperous most of its life, the Mines was
so desolate at times that it resorted to begging from its readers.
Index owners were forever trying to push off their products,
whether it be theu· "real estate business on wheels" or their hotel
in Laramie City. The Mines did a minimum of self-aggrandizement and dealt only in the newspaper and job pril1ting businesses.
Another significant difference between the papers was that the
Freeman brothers dabbled in politics, either as candidates or
kingmakers; Hazard and Warren remained aloof.
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The Frontier Index

One historian,~ after attempting to retrace the Index story,
wrote, "Published first at one place and then another, the 'Frontier
Index' has a decidedly elusive history." That was an understatement. The many tales that surround the Index, most colored in
retelling, in addition to the mobility of the newspaper physically
and of the Freemans mentally, make it difficult to separate fact
from myth. 5
Legh R. and Fred K. Freeman came West after having served
in the Civil War on the side of the South. Legh was hired on as
a telegrapher at Fort Kearney, Nebraska, where, after picking up
pocket money for stories he wired to metropolitan papers in the
East, he purchased the Fort Kearney Herald in January 1866.
Later in his life, Legh told of "gathering up what was left" of a
printing office that had been abandoned and "whittling out with
a jack-knife the missing pieces" of type necessary to publish the
Herald.6 According to his story,
The printers were detailed from the ranks of the army; the devil was a

drummer boy; the imposing stone was made of a two inch oak plank obtained from the Quartermaster's Department and the ink stone was presented by the Government painter who had used it in grinding and mixing
paints.7

About the same time the Freemans bought the Fort Kearney
Herald, the Union Pacific Raihoad was starting its westward construction, destined to be the wheels for the Freeman newspaper.
The huge crews hired by the grading contractors, plus tl)e saloon
keepers, prostitutes and gamblers who pandered after the crews,
made up short-lived mobile towns; those towns became the markets
for the Index.
Sometime between their departure from Kearney City, Nebraska,
and arrival at North Platte, Nebraska, the Freemans renamed their
newspaper The Frontier Index. It remained as such until destroyed
at Bear River City, Wyoming in November 1868.
As long as the raihoad crews were around so was prosperity,
and when the rails moved on, so did the inhabitants of the mobile
towns, and the Index. Thus, when North Platte was depopulated
within 48 hours, there was a rush for the next terminus, Julesbw·g,
Colorado, the Index being the first enterprise to reach that town
in January 1867. In fact, Legh had a newspaper on the street
ahnost immediately after arriving in Julesburg, having printed
pages one and four before he left North Platte. The earliest extant
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issue of the Index was published in Julesburg, July 26, 1867. An
apology in that issue said, "The Index is one day behind time, on
account of waiting for our paper to come, but we are at last disappointed, and compelled to issue on brown wrapping paper."8
Although some authors!! credited the Index with publishing at
Cheyenne, Wyoming, there is no record of printing in that city
before the Cheyenne Daily Leader appeared September 19, 1867.
By that time, the Leader was welcoming the Index to its next
stopping place-not Cheyenne, but Fort Sanders. This military base
was home to the Index for nearly six months before the Commandant gave the Freemans the boot. The reason the brothers
were expelled from the fort is lost among the exaggerations printed
in the Index. However, it would be safe to say the general resented
the paper's accusation that he was a No1th Carolina "tar-heel"
and southern sympathizer rather than the Grant man he pictured
himself to be. By then, the Index must have been used to being
in trouble with military personnel, having left Fort Kearney when
"the military attempted to muzzle it."10 When the Fo1t Sanders
commandant turned the former Index office into a beer saloon, the
Freemans lambasted him for over a month, identifying him with
"black radical 'powers that be,' "11 and "the military and nigger
radicalism ... of our soldier lords."1:! They got double mileage out
of their comments, hitting another general, "Useless Slaughter"
and "Horse Useless" Grant, in the process.
At its next destination, Laramie City, the Index continued to
prosper, carrying advertisements for wares and services of merchants and professional men of Cheyenne, Omaha, Dale City
(Dakota Territory), Salt Lake, Chicago, Green River City, North
Platte and Denver. Circulation was impressive and by the time
the paper reached Green River City during the summer of 1868,
the Freemans boasted a circulation of 15,000.13 Such financial
stability was unnatural in the West where newspapers lacked
newsprint, equipment, news sources and most important, paying
subscribers. When other Western publishers begged for reader
support, the Index wrote subscription campaigns such as this:
Any young lady who will send us a club of six new subscribers, we will
either marry her ourself, or use our prevailing endeavors on the young man of
her choice. We have blank licenses on hand for the purpose already signed.
Nothing to do but call on the parson.H

Among other Index self-promotional blurbs was this one which
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ran in most issues of the paper; it gave readers an insight into
editorial policy as well.
TO ADVERTISERS! The Frontier Index. Established 1865. The pioneer
paper of the Plains-of the successive terminal towns of the Union Pacific
Railroad-as the gigantic continental thoroughfare progresses westward: And
of the Territory of Wyoming!! Our travelling correspondents and agents have
extended the circulation throughout Montana, Idaho, Utah, Aztec, Arizona,
California, Nevada, Wyoming, Dakota, Oregon, Washington, Colorado, New
Mexico, Nebraska, Kansas and the East and South!!!
It is to be found in the reading rooms of every ranch throughout the West!!!!
It is the only 'Gentile' paper that is conducted in such a conciliatory manner
as to have secured a general circulation among the wide-spread business
element of the Mormons!!!!
It does not advocate sending an army of 'Spoonies' to plunder and lay waste
the peaceful mountain homes-ravish the women; and entail starvation upon
the orphaned children of an hannonious brotherhood-a brotherhood which
has converted a savage sage brush desert into the happiest community in
America!!!!
As the emblem of American liberty, the Frontier Index is now perched upon
the summit of the Rocky Mountains; flaps its wings over the Great West,
and screams forth in thunder and lightning tones, the principals [sic] of the
unterrified anti-Nigger, anti-Chinese, anti-Indian party-Masonic Democracy!!!!!

Because he had just secured a large subscliption and advertising
list from Mormon leader, Brigham Young, Legh Freeman was for
the Mormons at this stage. Later, in Ogden, Utah, he was vehemently anti~Mormon. But that was part of the contradictory style
of the Freemans. A few causes that the Ind£x was consistently in
support of were law and order, municipal govemment, land and
Freeman-enterplise promotion and the stable of political candidates
that fit its fancy. For sure, the Freemans and Index alike were for
the development of a separate entity called Wyoming, some people
claiming (including Legh), that Legh Freeman was responsible
for applying that name to the territory.
While at Laramie City, the paper kept up a steady barrage
against any detractors from the Freeman dream that Laramie City
would become the halfway metropolis between Salt Lake and
Omaha. Chief detractors were the Cheyenne newspapers in the
habit of writing such derogatory copy as, "All that remains of
Laramie is a cast-off undershirt, an empty bottle and The Frontier
Index."1G Here is a rejoinder from the Index: "Six months hence,
Shian [Freemans' corrupt spelling of Cheyenne] will be composed
of two saloons, two dance houses-and another saloon."1 C
But, within two months, it was evident the Index ,was looking
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further westward-to Benton and Green River City. Still clinging
to visions of what Laramie City might become, the Freemans published editions sinmltaneously at Benton and Laramie City, although no copies of the former survive. Jacobucci described the
Index maneuvers of the summer of 1868:
When the main part of the printing plant had been started West, Fred had
remained in Laramie with a job press and some other printing materials and
issued in reduced size The Frontier Index - Laramie City Edition . . . .
Soon after Fred packed up the remainder of the Index's plant and moved on
to Benton where he issued the 'Benton Edition'-probably in the same style
as the small Laramie edition. Legh had gone on to Green River City by
wagon with the larger part of the printing plant, stopping at Benton only

overnight to transfer the equipment . . . 17

As usual, The Cheyenne Leader had a few words to say about the
miniatme Index at Laramie City: "The intermittent Index is reduced to three columns in size, and is now on a wheelbarrow
bound for Salt Creek, via Green River."18
As national elections neared in the fall of 1868, The Frontier
Index, camped at Green River City by then, viciously attacked
Grant and a host of other candidates who became "sneaking,
treacherous, hypocritical, two-faced, dough-headed liar and
cheat," "the bleating, niggelized, mongrel and Judased Kidder"
and "the asinine nonentity and low-bred ignoramus from 'Shian'
without brains enough to make a speech of ten lines, void of
gramatical [sic] errors."19 Just before the elections, the Index
claimed it had shunned a bribe offer from the Republican nomi-
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nee for Congress from Wyoming. \Vhen the elections went Republican, the Index headlined a story "Grant and Colfax Elected/
The Country Gone to Hallifax." An Index story warned the readers
to prepare for the worst at the hand of "Grant, the whisky-bloated,
squaw-ravishing adulterer, monkey-lidden, nigger-worshipping
mogul." 20
Political campaigns were not strangers to the Freemans; they
had been candidates for offices themselves on a number of occasions. Fred K. Freeman served as a member of the Nebraska
Territorial Council and when that region became a state, he was
made a state senator. Legh R. Freeman, later in life, was a member of two populist state conventions in the state of Washington
and a candidate for United States senator twice, losing both times,
once by only "a Scratch."2 l
Besides promotional and political items, other contents of the
Index were in line with the Bonfils-Tammen news formula in
Denver: "A dog fight in a Denver street is more important than a
war in Europe." A sampling of Index news stories would include:
Three fist fights in the streets yesterday. No body kilt!:!!!
0

0

0

0

One of the town's 'mollies' was on the rampage yesterday. She made the
feathers fly-drunk as a 'fiddlers tincker.' She bawled and she squalled.
Never before did we see the likes.23
0

0

0

0

One badger and fourteen dog fights in Laramie on Sunday last.2-t

Bear River City was the next and last stopping place of the
Index in Wyoming. In its first edition there, October 30, the Index
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took on the "villains now prowling around our city" warning them
they "stood no show." It is doubtful the Freemans knew what they
had set into motion, but by the time of the next edition, an "All
Good Citizens" committee had formed and ordered "the gang of
garroters . . . to vacate this city or hang within sixty hours from
this noon. "2 ~ Before the week was out, the committee made good
its word, hanging three men whom the Freemans would have
identified as having "the mark of the beast on their foreheads."26
A whispering campaign credited Legh Freeman with being the
chief of the vigilantes, an honor he turned aside, but not without
first endorsing the action "in ridding the community of a set of
creatures who are not worthy of the name of men."27 What
happened in Bear River City during the following two weeks was
prejudiced by different people's needs to be heroes.
Generally, the story goes that on November 19, 200 construction
graders, angered because three of their own had been arrested
for drunkenness, went into the city, released the prisoners in jail
and then sought out the Index editors, who apparently had precipitated all this law and order. Where were the editors? A first hand
account said:
There was a mule standing ready saddled at the door of my tent and I
jumped on him and raced down to the editor's tent. The crowd got to the
front door as I got to the back of the tent. I cut a long slit in the back of
the tent with my knife and got him [Legh Freeman] out on the mule and
he escaped.28

Where were the editors? Legh Freeman remembered that the
graders 'besieged the office, gutted and sacked it . . . and
threatened to bum us in it, and would undoubtedly have left
nothing but a greasespot of our mortal remains, had not a milkwhite steed conveyed us to Fort Bridger."29 No one really knew
where the editors were but what was known was that a group of
citizens barricaded themselves in a grocery store, from which they
began firing upon the mob, killing anywhere from none to forty
of them.3o Troops were called in from Fort Btidger by Legh
Freeman but when they arrived the next day, order had been
restored.
The Freemans had planned the rebitth of the Index in Bear
River City, or Laramie City, or Brigham City (Utah) or in the
Salt Lake Valley. Legh flooded Salt Lake newspapers with notices
that his paper "will start again in the comse of a few weeks,"31
this time as The Frontier Phoenix; however, there is no evidence
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that Legh Freeman published another newspaper until he and his
new wife opened the Ogden Freeman in the mid-1870s. After

running into problems because of the anti-Mormon campaign he
waged in this citadel of Mormonism, Legh Freeman went on to
publish newspapers in Butte City and later Thompson Falls,
Montana, and Yakima, Washington. Fred Freeman had split with
his brother after Bear River City and returned East.

The Sweetwater Mines
As an itinerant, The Sweetwater Mines was not as well-travelled
nor as romanticized as The Frontier Index. Like the Index, however, its history often gets muddled in the retelling.3 2
The Mines, Wyoming's sixth newspaper,33 almost failed to get
started. Proposed for the Sweetwater mining region as early as
January, 1868,34 the paper was held up because it could not get to
its destination until the snows melted. While publishers Charles
J. Hazard and J. Edward Warren were waiting out the weather
at Fmt Bridger, a "desperate shooting" occurred in that place,
giving rise to the first issue of The Sweetwater Mines. According
35 the news was too hot to wait until the
to The Deseret News;=
snows melted and the publishers could get to South Pass City to
publish their newspaper. The first Fort Bridger edition of The
Sweetwater Mines was. published February 15, 1868.36 The
Cheyenne Leader extended this welcome:
We are in receipt of the first number of the new paper just commenced by
Messrs. Warren and Hazard in the new gold region. It is issued three
times37 a week, being published for the time being at Fort Bridger, the
amount of snow encountered prevented its being taken into the heart of the
Sweetwater Mines at present. The paper is handsomely gotten up typographically, and is edited with marked ability and refreshing vigor. We extend to it our heartiest greeting and wish it abundant prosperity.38

A March 6 issue of the Mines reportedly gave the creed of the
newspaper as "an advocate of the mines right along! and the
editors will leave no stone unturned to attract to that 'summer
resort' this season, many millions of inhabitants."39 Thus, the
Mines, like the Index, from its inception was in the business of
making a portion of the West enticing to anyone who happened
to see the paper, through exchange or otherwise.
Stories, letters to the editor and advertisements all contributed
to the publishers' desires to b1ing people to the mining region. If
the news didn't fit this aim, it was likely to be played down or
discounted. For example, to portray the area as a place to raise
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one's children, the editors continually discredited other newspapers'
reports of Sweetwater lawlessness.4 o
On the other hand, reports of gold finds and town development
found prominence in the Mines columns: 41 e.g., the March 25,
1868, issue emphasized the tremendous building activity at Fort
Bridger; a week later, the editors talked about an "impending
large migration of fortune hunters and their pack animals bound
for the Sweetwater Mines from Salt Lake City."42 Mines copy
sometimes seemed to be a carbon of Index stories, predicting
metl·opolitan status for various local towns, describing a suburb
of South Pass City as a place which tums out "the bright ore in
very comfortable quantities."
In addition, the Mines used a variety of other news and filler
items, including poetry, jokes, epigrams, oddities and encyclopedic
data. One poem was entitled, "The Lament of a Sub-Printer Who
Played Keno All Summer and Wears a Linen Duster This Winter."
One filler read, "This line fills the column"; another, "A printer
puts 'C' for an 'H' and makes a reporter say, 'A locomotive went
over a cow and cut it into calves.' " When some soldiers went
AWOL, the Mines news story was:
Five of our Uncle's 'ehildren'-occupants of the guard house at this posttook French leave on Wednesday night last by digging out; but as usual
in similar attempts at tills post of late, were soon recaptured. Colonel Morrow has such a strong affection and solicitude for the welfare of the boys
under his command that he never allows them to stray far from home before
bringing them back to the paternal fold.43

By May, 1868, the Mines finally was able to locate in its original
destination-South Pass City-after promising to do so since April
5,H "wind and weather pe1mitting." The first South Pass City
Mines was dated May 19, 1868.4 .-; The Frontier Ind.ex, located then
in neighboring Green River City, filled in details of the Mines'
move, of which it did not approve:
Bonus Bummers.-The good people of Green River City complain that there
is a printing machine back in the hills about Sweetwater, which has had an
agent here for some weeks, appealing to the liberality of Western men to
give them a bonus in order that they may move down here. The Sweetwaterites who have become citizens of Green River City say they shoveled
the way for the Mines into South Pass City last winter, that a petition was
then handed around for contributions to build the machine a shebang; tills
they declined to do, and furthermore decline to shovel the way for the
Mines back to this place or furnish them enough funds in advance to buy a
new office. Our people are white people and they want no branch organs of
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the Salt Lake Military Vedette among them. If the Mines wanted to pioneer
this country, it ought to have started with 'The Press on Wheels' several

years ago. This is only the seventh railroad town that we have been at
since we opened up at Kearney in '65 and we have never asked one cent
of bonus.4G

Plagued by irregular mail service held up by impassable roads
during winter snows and spring rains, the Mines, while at Fort
Bridger, sought a post office for that town. At South Pass City, the
problem persisted as evidenced by notices such as,
Our readers will observe that the date of today's issue, upon the outside, is
the 24th. We intended to issue then, but owing to the non-arrival of the
mails, were compelled to postpone until to-dayii

In the same issue, the editors seemed to think a remedy was at
hand as they welcomed the telegraph lines to South Pass City. The
Mines was now in "receipt of dispatches from Yokohama, of the
5th inst., and all the rest of the world,"~ 8 they reported. July and
August editions of the Mines were sprinkled liberally with telegraphic items, but in the August 8, 1868, Mines another problem
surfaced-the lines were down. During a couple of other periods
when the telegraph service was interrupted, the Mines resorted to
filling columns with items calling reader attention to various advertisements in the paper. The seriousness of the problem was revealed in a Mines advertisement of April 7, 1869, offering a reward for information that would lead to the conviction of "any
person or persons who are guilty of cutting down, burning, or
otherwise injuring the Telegraph Poles or Wires."~ 0
After envisioning a move to Green River City- b-y then the Index
was stationed there-in the summer of 1868, the Mines instead
waited until mid-August and migrated to Bryan City, on the Union
Pacific line. In the earliest extant issue of the Mines from that
town, November 25, 1868 (referred to as volume two, number one),
Hazard claimed a national circulation for his paper. (Warren's
name, by the way, does not appear on the masthead of the Mines
after August 8, 1868.) Shmgging off the inapplicability of his
paper's name- once it left the Sweetwater region-, Hazard wrote:
Who cares, or is at all particular in regard to the name of a paper, so that
it gives him the local news, the latest news of interest, etc. The name of a
newspaper is of as little import as anything we can think of.;;o

While at Bryan City, Legh Freeman visited the Mines office. It
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was after the Index had been burned out at Bear River City.
Hazard recorded the event in this fashion, at the end reluctantly
wishing Freeman luck:
We were honored on Thursday last by a call from Legh R. Freeman ... He
was looking fresh and well, and if he was as badly frightened at Bear River
as represented, he has entirely recovered his fright. He is now on his way
to Salt Lake Valley prospecting for a location for another office . .. . We
hope he will profit by the somewhat severe lesson he was taught at Bear
River, and if he will persist in abusing the living we hope he may let the
dead rest in peace.';l

Hazard had very little use for his colleague in Western publishing
and upon hearing of the Bear River riot, wondered in print why
the Index editor, who had been instrumental in bringing about the
riot, had not remained and assisted Bear River City residents, instead of "skedaddling like an arrant coward.":;z He added:
We heard he was in town yesterday, looking as melancholy as a sick rat;
we hope he does not hear the June bugs of despondency buzzing in his ears,
nor feel the cold lizards of despair crawling down his back. There is an old
adage to the effect that curses, like chickens, come home to roost. H the
editor of the Index would consider well this old, familiar adage, he might be
benefitted by it. oa

Hazard questioned the accuracy of the dispatch Freeman had filed
with the Salt Lake newspaper after the riot, especially the report
that 40 had been killed. Giving the figure as nine dead, Hazard
said, "we get our information from persons who were there during
the riot, and who remained at Bear River for a week after." On
the other hand, Hazard said, Freeman's dispatch could not be
correct because "he [Freeman] never saw a man killed, for he had
skedaddled before a shot was fired."54
A month later, the Mines editor had mellowed a little toward
Freeman, if this Mines story be an indication:
He informs us he intends to locate at Laramie City until something more
definite is known concerning the point where the most permanent town is
to be laid out in Salt Lake Valley. Mr. Freeman still 'talks,' still continues to
impersonate the character of the 'unterrified' in every particular; still exhibits
the same creditable pertinacity and energy which characterized him while
engaged in the old enterprise, the Index, which came to such an abrupt termination. We wish him better luck in future.';;;

According to T he Cheyenne Leader,56 the Mines returned to
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South Pass City on February 24, 1869. The paper had at least five
more months of life for a copy dated July 14, 1869, exists in the

Denver Public Library. Calling itself the "pioneer newspaper of
Wyoming Territory," despite cries from The Cheyenne Leader to
the contrary, the Mines in this issue informed its readers:
The Mines contains all the Latest News of Public Information from East and
West, as well as a correct record of events transpiring in the Sweetwater
Country in relation to the development of the Mineral and Agricultural
resources of this section, together with all the local news in and about
Bryan, also the most Reliable Information in regard to the advancement of
the Union Pacific Railroad, thus making it one of the most desirable and
valuable journals of the West.~7

The paper was being published twice a week at that time. Neither
an editor nor a publisher was listed.
Possibly a reason for the newspaper's demise was revealed in
the June 19 edition in an item summoning Hazard to appear at
the "first session of the 2d Judicial Court for Carter County,
Dakota Territory," to answer a charge of indebtedness for $534.41
and costs.
If there be any merit in the meanderings of the Freemans,
Hazard and Warren and other itinerant editors of the West, it
would have to be in the fact these men pioneered journalistic
endeavors in areas that had not yet benefited from the printed
word. Between them, the Index and Mines editors developed newspapers in eight different places in what is now Wyoming alone.
Probably more important was that they showed the way to other
prospective editors who might have hesitated battling the peculiar
difficulties of printing in the West if there bad not been the
Freemans, Hazards and Warrens.
1

Legh Freeman, an owner of the Index, published newspapers in Ogden,
Utah, Butte City and Thompson Falls, Montana and Yakima, Washington, as well. He considered all of these papers as part of his Frontier
Index series. But his newspaper in Ogden was called Ogden Freeman,
started about seven years after the burning of the Index at Bear River
City, Wyoming. In Butte City, his paper was at first the Daily and
Weekly Inter-Mountains, a merger of his The Frontier Index
and The Glendale Atlantis, then it became Inter-Mountains UnionFreeman. In Thompson Falls, the short-lived paper Legh Freeman
published was Frontier-Index (with hyphen) and at Yalwna, he was in
charge of the Yakima Record and Pacific Coast Dairyman, and then
Washington Farmer (later renamed Northwest Farm and Home).
Joseph F. Jacobucci, who did considerable research on the Freemans,
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said these newspapers were not The Frontier Index in different places
but "various papers, under various names, in several towns in the West."
(Letter to Historical Society of Montana, from Joseph F. Jacobucci,
January 7, 1937, in Iacobucci Files, University of Wyoming Library,
Laramie.)
The Bancroft Library, Berkeley, California, has original issues of both
the Index and Mines. These same issues have been microfilmed and are
available at the University of Wyoming Library. Issues of Index are
those published at: Julesburg, Colorado: July 26, 1867; Fort Sanders,
Dakota Territory: March 6 and 24, 1868; Laramie City, Dakota Territory: April 21, 28, May 5, 19, 22, 26, 29, June 2, 5, 9, 12, 16, 19, 23,
26, 30, July 3, 7, 1868; Green River City, Utah Territory: August 11, 18,
21, 25, 28, September 1, 4, 8, 11, 15, 18, 22, 25, 29, October 2, 6, 9,
13, 1868; Bear River City, Wyoming: October 30, November 3, 6, 10,
13, 17, 1868. A special Laramie City Edition of July 21, 1868, is
available in a number of places. The bound volumes of the successor of
the Ogden Freeman Index, from September 5, 1876, to June 27, 1879,
are available at Bancroft. Freeman newspapers in Butte City have been
preserved by the Historical Society of Montana.
Microfilm copies of The Sweetwater Mines (originals at Bancroft) are in
the University of Wyoming Library: Fort Bridger, Utah Territory: March
21, 25, 28, April 1, 8, 11, 15, 1868; South Pass City, Dakota Territory:
May 27, 30, June 3, 6, 10, 13, 17, 20, 24 (actually 27th before paper
published), July 3, 11, 25, August 1, 8, 1868: Bryan City, Wyoming:
November 25, December 2, 5, 23, 26, 30, 1868, January 9, 23, 1869;
South Pass City, Dakota Territory: April 7, June 19, 1869.
Author of this paper has read all Index issues from July 26, 1867, to
November 17, 1868, and all extant issues of Mines mentioned above.
Merris C. Barrow in Bill Barlow's Budget, Douglas, Wyoming, October
19, 1903.
Douglas C. McMurtrie, "Pioneer printing in Wyoming," Annals of
Wyoming, IX (January 1933), p. 736.
Usually easily verified data such as a paper's name or places of publication become puzzles in the Index's case. (See Footnote 1.) As for places
of publication, some writers recorded that the Index published in as
many as 24 and 25 different places. Even Legh Freeman could not
recall all the places in which he published when asked to do so later
in life. (See: James Melvin Lee, History of American Journalism, Boston
and New York: 1923, pp. 322-3; also, a memorial brochure published at
time of Legh Freeman's death in 1915, in Jacobucci Files, op. cit.;
Robert F. Karolevitz, Newspapering in the Old West, Seattle: Superior
Publishing Co., 1965, pp. 169-70.)
Legh R. Freeman, "Notes on pioneer printing and newspaper publishing
in Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and Montana," 33rd anniversary
story in Butte City Union-Freeman, June 24, 1883, from McMurtrie,
The History of The Frontier Index, the Ogden Freeman, The Intermountains Freeman and the Union Freeman, Evanston, Illinois: Privately
printed, 1943, pp. 7-8. See also: Ogden Freeman, June 19, 1877, and
J. Cecil Alter, Early Utah Journalism, Salt Lake City: Utah Historical
Society, 1938, p. 155. Other versions of founding of Index appear in:
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A. C. Edmunds, Pen Sketches of Nebraskans, Lincoln: R. &. J. Wilbur,
1871, p. 213; Letter from llloses H. Syden]Hlm to Lincoln (Nebraska)
State Journal, March 6, 1906; H. H: Bancroft, History of Nevada, Colorado and Wyoming, San Frandsco: The History Company, 1890, p. 532;
McMurtrie, "Pioneer printing in Wyoming," op. cit., pp. 732-4; Samuel
A. Bristol, "Newspaper press of Wyoming," an 8-pp. manuscript dated
1884 in Bancroft Library, Berkeley; Jacobucci, "The Frontier Index,"
chapter manuscript proposed for book on Wyoming journalism, unpublished, in Iacobucci Files, op. cit.
Legh R. Freeman, "Notes on ... ," op. cit.
The Frontier Index, July 26, 1867, p. 3.
Especially .~kMurtrie, in ";,ioneer. printing in Wyoming," op. cit., p. 734.
Freeman, Notes on . . . , op. ctt., p. 9.
The Frontier Index, June 5, 1868, p. 2.
Ibid.
The Frontier Index, August 25, 1868, p. "
This figure was probably exaggerated, seeing that as late as 1873, newspapers of the West such as the Los Angeles Star, Houston Age and
Cheyenne Leader only had circulations of 500, 325 and 280, respectively.
The Frontier Index, }tme 16, 1868, p. 3.
The Cheyenne Leader, June 30, 1868.
The Frontier Index, April 28, 1868, p . 3.
Jacobttcci, op. cit.
The Cheyenne Leader, July 18, 1868.
All three quotes from The Frontier Index, October 6, 1868, p. 2.
The Frontier Index, November 13, 1868, p. 2.
Letter to C. G. Coutant from Legh R. Freeman, April 26, 1897, in
Jacobucci Files, op. cit.
The Frontier Index, June 9, 1868, p. 3.
The Frontier Index, June 12, 1868, p. 3.
The Frontier Index, June 23, 1868, p. 2.
The Frontier Index, November 3, 1868, p. 3.
The Frontier Index, November 6, 1868, p. 3.
The Frontier Index, November 13, 1868, p. 2.
Alexander Topence, Reminiscences of Alexander Topence, Pioneer, Ogden: Published by Katie Topence, 1923, pp. 167-70.
Freeman, "Notes on . . . ," op. cit.
For still other versions, see: The Deseret News, weekly edition, November 25, 1868, p. 8; Elizabeth Arnold Stone, Uinta County, Its Place in
History, Laramie: 1924, p. 84; "The fight at Bear Town," Annals of
Wyoming, III:3 (January 1926), pp. 186-9; The Cheyenne Leader, November 20 and 21, 1868; Unpublished manuscript by Fred K. Freeman
written for James Melvin Lee, October 1916, in Jacobucci Files, op. cit.
The Cheyenne Leader, November 20, reported 25 killed, 50 or 60
injured; another report in the same edition of the Leader had seven
dead, eight wounded; Legh Freeman himself reported 40 dead to the
Salt Lake newspapers; Historian H. H. Bancroft said 14 dead and
Historian C. G. Coutant reported "no one was killed but several persons
were badly injured."
The Deseret News, December 16, 1868.
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32 Historians Bancroft and Coutant furthered the confusion by referring to
the paper as the Miner. Bancroft even had the wrong man founding
the paper, crediting a Hastings instead of Hazard. (Bancroft, op. cit., p.
787; C. G. Coutant, History of Wyoming, Laramie: Chaplin, Spafford
and Mathison, 1899, p. 637 .)
33 After the Daily Telegraph at Fort Bridger, Cheyenne Leader, Cheyenne
Star, Cheyenne Argus and The Frontier Index while it was at Fort
Sanders.
34 The Cheyenne Leader of January 14, 1868, gave one of the first mentions of the proposed paper:
"From their prospectus, we learn that Messrs. Hazard and Warren, lately connected with the Salt Lake Vedette, are to start a tri-weekly paper
at the Sweet Water Mines, about the first of next month.
35 Deseret News, weekly edition, February 26, 1868, p. 19.
36 McMurtrie and Keen gave the date as February 14. The Salt Lake Telegraph was quoted in the Mines of March 21, 1868, as having received
the first issue of the Mines dated February 13. The Mines in a November 25, 1868, story said it was founded February 15. (McMurtrie, The
Sweetwater Mines: A Pioneer Wyoming Newspaper, Minneapolis: Privately printed, 1935, p. 2; Elizabeth Keen, Wyoming's Frontier Newspapers, Laramie: University of Wyoming, master's thesis, 1956, pp.
84-6.)
37 The Mines became a semi-weekly sometime in May, 1868. It went from
tri-weekly to semi-weekly to weekly on a few occasions during its
career.
38 The Cheyenne Leader, February 19, 1868.
39 Lola Homsher (ed.), South Pass, 1868: James Chisholm's Journal of the
Wyoming Gold Rush, Omaha: University of Nebraska Press, 1960, p. 38.
40 Jay Gurian, "Sweetwater journalism and western myth," Annals of
Wyoming, April 1964, pp. 79-80.
41 A content analysis of two issues (May 27, 1868 and June 19, 1869) revealed the 20 columns of space per issue was divided in this way: 10
columns or one-half of the paper devoted to advertising, 3'h columns to
local affairs, 2 columns to national and international news, 1 column to
editorials, lh column to Westemalia, Ph columns to mining laws and
news, 'h column to general history and 1 column to humor and anecdotes. (Gurian, op. cit., p. 85.) Half of the content was devoted to advertisements despite what the paper announced on March 21, 1868:
"The 'Sweetwater Mines' will only contain a limited number of advertisements, our purpose being to make our journal a reading sheet dependent
upon its circulation for support; consequently, those of our readers wishing to avail themselves of the advantages of our advertising space will
see the necessity of promptly sending in their orders."
4.2 The Sweetwater Mines, April 1, 1868.
43 The Sweetwater Mines, March 28, 1868, p. 3.
44 Extant issues of the Mines for April 8, 11 and 15 are dated Fort
Bridger. The first extant edition from South Pass City was for May 27.
The Deseret News of April 23, 1868, reported the Mines had announced
on April 18 its departure from Fort Bridger, the "roads being in a condition to admit to travel."
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The Salt Lake Daily Reporter, May 27, 1868, s.'lid, "The Sweetwater
Mines is on its pegs again. The first number issued at South Pass City
dated May 19 was received at this office to-day."
The Frontier Index, August 11, 1868, p. 3.
The Sweetwater Mines, June 24, (and 27), 1868, p. 3.
Ibid.
The Sweetwater Mines, April 7, 1869, p. 4.'
The Sweetwater Mines, November 25, 1868, p. 2.
The Sweetwater Mines, December 5, 1868, p. 3.
The Sweetwater Mines, November 25, 1868, p. l.
Ibid.
The Sweetwater Mines, December 26, 1868, p. 3.
The Sweetwater Mines, January 23, 1869, p. 2.
March 19, 1869, p. 4.
McMurtrie, Early Printing in Wyoming and the Black Hills, Hattiesburg. ~fiss.: Printed for Book Farm, 1943, p. 36.

John A. Lent
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A LETTER FROM
HARRY LOVE,
CAPTAIN
COMMANDING
CALIFORNIA
STATE RANGERS
TO GOV. BIGLER
The following letter was found by Fern Sayre

Quartzburg Mariposa County
August 4th 1853
Gov.John Bigler
Sir
I have the honor to Report that on the 25th of
July I Encountered the notoris Robber Joaquin Murietta and his
Gang on the Aroyo Cantugo. near the Coast Range of Mountains
on the Tulare plains. When we discovered Joaquin he was Encamped on the above Rive1· and appeared to have made some hard
days Marches previous, by the Jaded looks of their horses. On
being perceived by some of the Company Joaquin was Immediately
recognized and on his being aware of the fact Immediately Sprang
to his horse, and Endeavored to Escape he was closely pursued
by some of the Company and his horse shot from under him when
he took to flight on foot and he being wounded. Some of the men
shot him dead before Going far. In the mean time others of the
Company were pursuing the Remaining parts of the Band who
fought Bravely while Retreating (Each of them being armed with
two six Shooters) and three of their number killed, while the
Remainder Escaped, Some badly wounded Immediately after Returning from the pursuit we beheaded Joaquin and one of his
principal men. and I despatched Capt Burns & John Sylvester to
Fort Miller (being the nearest point) with the heads in order to
be put in Liquor for preservation. The Head of Joaquins Lieut
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Spoiled on account of being Shot through the Skull and I was
Compelled to bury it at fort Miller. The head of Joaquin I have
now in my possession at this place. I will bring it with me to
benesia at the Expiratiol1 of my term of Service.
After despatching the heads and prisoners to fort Miller I
immediately divided the Company in to parties and pursued the
Remainder of the Gang Some Thirty Miles in to the Coast Range
of mountains but without Succeeding in Capturing any others
of the Gang our horses being broke down by hard Marching. One
of the prisoners together with the horse he Rode Got drowned
Crossing Tulare Slough, and tlie other I turned over to the
authoroties of Mariposa County, by whom he has been Committed
for Trial. There is not the least doubt that the head now in my
possession is that of the noted Joaquin Muriatta the Chief and
leader of the murderers and Robbers of the Calavaras Mariposa
and other parts of the State. The prisoner now in Jail in Mariposa
acknowledged Such to be the fact to the authorities of Mariposa
County and there are numerous persons in This County who will
also testify to the head being Joaquins. Capt Burns who was
formerly Intimately acquainted with the Celebrated Robber
Recognized him Immediately. I will take the testimony of the
persons acquainted with him in this County as Soon as I Can
procure a Glass Jar to put the head in .to, I cannot too highly
Recommend to Your Excellency the Conduct of the different
members of the Company. . they have been constantly in the
Saddle since being mustered in to Service and have performed
their ardous duties cheerfully. Their Conduct throughout was that
of Gentlemen and Good Soldiers. All being Intelligent and of Good
Standing in Society, and if one done less than another in the late
affair it is because an opportunity did not offer.
I have Good and Reliable Information of the Existence and
Whereabouts of Other Bands of Robbers but it will be Impossible
for me to visit all their Strong holds on account of the Short
period of time before our three months Expire. my men have Rode
down two or three horses Each. but still we shall procure fresh
ones and Spend the Remainder of our term of Service in Good
and Actual Service and Report to Your Excellency at Benecia on
or about the 28th Inst.
His Excellency
Gov. John Bigler
Benecia

Respectfully Your Obedunt Servant
Harry Love Capt
Commanding Cal State Rangers
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Descendants of Sointula. Pioneers-1967

SOINTULA 1904-1958
OscAR A.

ERICKSON

A LEAF IN THE HISTORY OF MENDOCINO COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA.
SOINTULA, a Finnish word meaning Harmony or a Place of
Harmony was the name chosen for a small cooperative type of
farming community established in 1904 by-at the time- recently
arrived Finnish immigrants. It was located on upper Kass Creek
which is a branch of the South Fork of the Noyo River, about 8
miles east of Fort Bragg by road. For the main lifetime of Sointula
it was composed of 4 families: Jonas and Hilma Jacobson, Matt
and Hilda Mankinen, Matt and Hulda Erickson, and Elias Saari
who withdrew because of illness in the family, and was replaced
by Henry and Aino Anderson in 1906.
What inspired masses of immigrants to leave their home and
country to come to this unknown, faraway land? AMERICA! That
magic word stirred dreams of hope, opportunity, democracy, in
the minds of people throughout the world. They came here in the
hope of building a brighter future for themselves and their children
than what they thought possible in their homelands. Sointula was
born of these dreams.
At that time there were individuals and groups of Immigrant
Finns, Swedes, Italians and others, in and around Fort Bragg and
elsewhere. Many worked in the lumbering industry, others owned
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their own farms. Sointula was distinguished from most of these by
the common labor, and the common ownership of the land and its
natural resources by its members, and the main means of production-horses, plows, wagons, certain tools- and the products therefrom. In addition there was the individual share-each family had
its own house, garden, cattle, which were tended by the members
of that family.
When Sointula was bom the Golden West was young, and as
yet mostly unspoiled by man. Many deer, bear, and other wild
animals roamed the hillsides; the streams were alive with trout,
and- in the winter season- salmon; the virgin forests began not far
from the farmer's backyard. He obtained much of his materials for
his buildings and fences, his firewood, meat and berries for his
table, and so on, from the countryside and the forest around him.
Life was closely integrated with the seasons and with nature in
general.
Roads were poor- none was paved- the best ones were gravelled,
so many were impassable in the wet season. He walked or rode the
horse, or horse and buggy, to his neighbor or to town. The horse
was also the main unit of power on the farm.
Not only was nature relatively unspoiled by man, but so was
man himself; neighbor trusted neighbor; stores granted credit
usually even without benefit of signing a note; bills and debts,
were settled at the end of the year or when the main product (like
ties) was in or at the railroad siding and tallied. It was customary
to resort to the good old-fashioned "building bee" to help one's

Early picture of the Descendants of the Pioneers of Sointula.
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neighbor to put up a bam or other building. Men, women, youngsters, all had a part in it-usually ending the day with a grand feed,
music and a dance!
Such, briefly, was the setting, when these young people put
together their meager resources, plus undertaking a heavy mortgage debt, to buy 636 acres of land on upper Kass Creek, a branch
of the South Fork of Noyo River, eight miles by road from Fort
Bragg, California, and a mile from the "Ranch" station on the now
renowned "Skunk" railroad line which runs along the scenic Noyo
River from Fort Bragg to Willits.
It is all hilly land, most of which had been newly logged over,
but some old growth redwood and fir trees remained. For farming,
the soil is only fair, and full of roots. A small creek ( Kass Creek)
runs through the property. Here the hopeful, determined young
people set about the staggering task of building their homes and
their future.
Since the newly-acquired land did not produce income immediately, the men continued to work in the surrounding logging woods
during the first year or so, in order to earn wages to meet the
mortgage payments, buy food, materials for building, and supplies. At the new homesite the loggers had left behind a couple of
rough buildings which were utilized to get started. In their time off
from woods' work, the men-and the women- worked with great
enthusiasm to get things ready at the new homesite.
After moving onto the ranch, they pecked away (it seemed) at
the mountainous work load. Toiling in common, the men fenced
the fields and pastures with redwood pickets (made from materials
in the area), cleared land for farming, built a horse bam, wagon
shed, and blacksmith shop; raised hogs, potatoes and other produce for their own food and sometimes for the market, and
planted orchards. The hills were plowed with the swivel moldboard plow. Hayrnaking had its own special cycle of activities, including the early day cutting of the hay with the hand scythe,
and gathering it with the hand rake and the pitchfork. Simultaneously, as the years rolled by, the number of children kept increasing, adding to the cares, worries, joys, and work load.
It would be impossible to give an accurate picture of the amount
of work and problems the redwood stumps and their roots cl'eated
for the fa1mer. They took up a large amount of land space; their
roots penetrated almost every square yard of ground in most places
and had to be removed; they continued to sprout new trees which
had to be cut out every few years; and all farming implements,
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plows, disc harrows, hay rakes, etc., had to be dragged around
them, and so on. The fir stumps could be burned off, besides they
decay in a few years, but the redwood stump is extremely difficult
to burn, and it does not rot out in a man's lifetime. Most farmers
simply could not afford to buy enough dynamite to blast them
away. These stumps added to those never-ending other tasks on
these farms. The old redwood stumps stand like sentinels on these
ranches and farms, which is the reason they were nicknamed
"stump ranches".
The womenfolk tended to their homes mostly, and to the needs
of the family. Later, the older chil<hen helped their mothers to
care for and milk the cows and to make the butter and cheese.
The womenfolk did the family laundry (all by hand), the cooking
and baking- all the bread, cakes, pies, pastries- canned the fruits
and berries; the chores never ended.
While the children had chores to perform, there was also time
for fun and play. We played all kinds of games, shouted and ran
all over the hills, climbed everything, swam and fished the streams,
trapped the skunks, foxes, wildcats and the raccoons; and later, the
boys hunted the plentiful deer. It was a healthy and vigorous .life.
When we grew into our 'teens, there were dances every weekend
not only in town, but often at Sointula, and at the neighboring
communities.
During the earlier years of Sointula, the men usually went to
town once a week to buy supplies and to transact such business as
was needed from time to time. But in the rainy season when the
Noyo River was not fordable, often several weeks passed without
anyone going to town. The women and the children as a rule did
not get to town often.
Socializing visits were always welcome within the group and to
neighbors a mile or more distant. During good weather the whole
family might trek over rough, poor trails, to a neighbor. A cup of
coffee with "real cow's cream" and homemade pastries was the
usual offering.
Mail was picked up once a week at the Fort Bragg post office.
"News" came in the fom1 of two Finnish newspapers published in
the midwest. Later these and other mail were delivered via the
passenger train to the "Ranch" station, to which at about this time
was added the weekly newspaper the F art Bragg Advocate.
All of the Sointula men became naturalized United States'
citizens. (The women became citizens when their husbands did) .
They were serious about their responsibilities of citizenship. For
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instance, for many years their polling place was about seven miles
away at Alpine, at the time, a large lumber camp on the Noyo
River. It was a day's hard hike over the hills on poor and in some
places non-existent, trails; or sometimes they walked up the CWR&
NCO railroad tracks (now the "Skunk" line). They voted each
year. Later they could vote at the "Ranch" station only one mile
away.
We learned about the three R's at our "little red schoolhouse", a
one-room building, about a quarter of a mile down river from the
"Ranch". We walked summer and winter over a mile each way.
We crossed the Noyo River on a hanging bridge-four steel cables
stretched across and attached to redwood stumps on each side of
the river, with a boardcovered platform on which to walk. Children
from other nearby communities also attended making a total of
about 20 pupils in the 8 grades, with one teacher. In the beginning
we continued to speak Finnish at school just as we did at home,
so that the English-speaking children learned to speak Finnish, too.
Finally, a newly-arrived teacher laid down the rule that only
English would be permitted during school hours, and our learning
of the English language improved remarkably. The games we
played in the schoolyard under the tall redwood trees left a
stronger impression on me than the learning process that was conducted within the building. Most of us earned our 8th grade
diplomas at this school.
For a time the Finnish Lutheran Church minister came to
Sointula once a month and conducted religious services as well as
Sunday School for the children. Here many of us learned to read
and write Finnish, and perhaps what proved to be of longer duration, we acquired some fundamentals of the Lutheran religion. It
may be significant that while members of the third generation almost without exception lost the ability to use the Finnish language,
many still adhere to the Lutheran religion.
Holidays were few. The most important one was Chrisbnas. It
was always a happy event, celebrated around a common Christmas
tree, with at least one present for each child; and one orange for
everyone young and old, under its boughs. Direct from "Lapland",
Santa Claus always arrived amidst loud din and clatter and shouts
to the 'reindeer'. He distributed the gifts. The children recited
appropriate poems, and all joined in singing songs. The occasion
was climaxed with a midnight feast.
We had a choral and a drama group for our own and others'
enjoyment. A song about Sointula was put together by a relative
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of one of the families while he lived there. Another relative made a
violin from alder and redwood, with which he entertained and

played for local dances together with the songwriter accordionist.
In Sointula, the SAUNA 0 was the common bath house. Everyone bathed in it at least once each week. Any friends or visitors
who happened to be there did the same. The sauna is an important
institution among the Finns. Wherever they went the sauna was
among the first buildings to be erected. (I know of two saunas
made inside large hollow redwood stumps). The sauna also served
a certain social function in our busy lives.
Usually the women and girls went first to bathe themselves and
the younger children and to visit. Next, the boys and the men,
often with visitors or guests, who also bathed and visited. Sometimes the women bathed last-by their own choice.
In the early years of Sointula the sauna building was similar to
the saunas our parents had used in Finland, with special local
adaptations and characteristics added. One entered through the
dressing room which had seats of plain benches attached to the
walls on three sides. The bathing part was made entirely of hand
hewn redwood planks, some of which were over two feet wide
and four inches thick. The furnace (kiuas) consisted of a sizeable
fire box the top and sides of which were made of pieces of railroad
rails cut to length, with a lot of rocks piled on top and around
the sides. There was no chimney, the smoke came inside the building and went out through a vent in the wall. The fire was fed
from inside the building. To get the sauna ready for bathing, a
brisk fire was kept going until the rocks got really hot-those
around the fire box actually became red hot. The stones held
enough heat for several hours of bathing. Before bathing could
begin the fire was allowed to go out entirely-so that smoke would
not get in your eyes.
The idea of the sauna was to "get up a good sweat-to 'loosen the
dirt'- and then wash it off'. Heat came from radiation from the
heated rocks, but mainly from ste8,Ill produced by throwing water
on the hot rocks. (Hence the name 'steam bath' which was then
commonly used. The word 'sauna' is being popularized comparatively recently along with the idea that it is dry heat.)
In the Sointula bath or steam room, were two large hand hewn
redwood planks for benches, extending from wall to wall; the upper one for sitting on, was a little over 4 feet from the ceiling,
while one's feet rested on the lower one. Stairs led up to these
benches.
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As one sat perspiring on the upper bench, the usual practice was
to use a 'sauna vihta' (our favorite was a bunch of soft leafy
branchs of chinquapin, or some preferred pepperwood or bay, or
even redwood branches, tied together at one end to make it easy
to hold with one hand), to beat oneself all over, gently or more
vigorously as each preferred, to stimulate the skin.
The Sointula sauna could accomodate a dozen people comfortably. It made an ideal setting for socializing and relaxing in the
pleasant warmth. The children splashed in the warm water and
shouted to their hearts' content, while the womenfolk visited.
The men and the boys often with guests, did likewise, and many
a story was spun, especially by some of the visitors. Quite often
when a group of boys, or men, or women, went to bathe, it developed into a contest as to who could stand the most heat. They
would emerge red as boiled lobsters. (In this condition one could
go out into the frosty air, or roll in the snow, and not feel the
cold-for a few minutes.)
Om sauna had another interesting featme. The signal for the
bathers to come, was a blast on a cow's horn. A good blast by one
of the experts using two horns simultaneously could be heard at a
neighbors nearly 3 miles away.
The branding iron for the rancher's cattle has earned a place in
the history of the early West. Sointula had a registered brand:
made up of the first letters of the name of each family. The cattle
were branded and allowed to graze over the hills where there
were no fences. The brand enabled the rightful owner to identify
his cattle even after they became mixed with others on the range.
And, here too, true to the 'tradition' of the Old West it sometimes
helped the owner to claim his cattle from the hands of a rustler.
Sointula had a blacksmith shop. Not only were tools and implements mended there, but a homemade hoe-and-shovel combination
tool for road building and garden work originated there. The shop
was a busy place on rainy and cold winter days. Much work was
accomplished there, but it also served as a sort of social center at
such times.
Throughout the lifetime of Sointula far reaching changes had
been taking place not only in the countryside but in the economy
in general. About 1916-17 the tie-making material in the main was
exhausted at Sointula, and the contemporary hillside farming could
not yield sufficient returns to be worth the effort, while the needs
of its people had increased greatly. For one thing the number of
people had about tripled. Twenty-five children bad been born to
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the four families, and all were living except two who died in
infancy. Under the existing conditions Sointula could not provide a

livelihood for the first or the second generation. This was the
general situation among the surrounding farms of the «stump
ranch" variety. Simultaneously there was an urgent need for
workers in the surrounding logging woods, and the wages offered
were considerably above what one could hope to earn on the farm.
First the fathe,rs and the older boys went to work outside Sointula.
Soon one family moved away. The three remaining families or
some of their descendants continued to live there for many more
years, but most of the second generation found homes elsewhere.
Matt Erickson was the last Sointula resident. He died in 1949 at
the age of 75 years. After that none lived there. Sointula was sold
to a local lumber company in 1958.
Of the founders of Sointula, Mrs. Hilma Jackson lived to be the
oldest. She died in Fort Bragg in 1962 at the age of 80 years.
During the years (until about 1917-18) when Sointula was an
economic and social unit the main source of income was from making and selling railroad ties. Railroad ties by the millions flowed

out of the redwood forests and were shipped all over the country.
Sointulans contributed to this flow. After that, for about a decade,
the income was earned from outside logging operations, while the
families continued to live at Sointula. Later, during the 30's poultry
raising was successfully engaged in by one member from each of
the remaining original families. But this was on an individual basis,
tho the truck used for hauling the feed and the eggs was owned
in common by them. The others already worked and lived elsewhere.
The founders of Sointula envisaged building a small closely knit
community, a future home not only for themselves, but also space
enough and resources, for their childrens' homes. So they decided
on a relatively large piece of land-636 acres- which had on it a
considerable resource in old growth redwood and fir trees. In
addition they hoped to develop farming and cattle raising.
They agreed that the main implements and tools would be
owned in common; (they could not afford to buy these for each
household separately); and that the products from the joint efforts
be shared in common. However, each family would have its private
home, garden, cattle and so on.
Once on the land, the men worked closely together on all the
main jobs; and there was the morning and after-noon coffee break,
and the coffee was served by each family in turn. The women
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8th grade graduates of the Little Red School House.

visited each others' homes daily, and a great deal of socializing
took place between the families on Sundays and holidays. There
was good community spirit among them. This was the atmosphere
when they decided they should have a name for their community.
Among the several names proposed, SOINTULA was suggested by
the women. It was the one adopted.
Today ( 1970) Sointula lives in the fond memories of those who
grew up, played, toiled, among the hills and trees. Not a house
remains. The beautiful forests have been mutilated (again) at the
hands of the logger. The hills are wounded with enormous, bulldozed scars. All is quiet except for the wind, the birds, and the
little creek that gurgles on its merry way just at it did long before
the Sointulans came.
We honor the memory of these eight simple people, who, in
their struggle to fulfill a dream, by their tenacity, muscle, and
some prayer, built their homes and raised their families in the
New World, and set our feet on firm road. May we of the succeeding generations understand and appreciate our heritage.
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Some Descendants

of Sointula
Oscar A. Erickson
our author

Pioneers

Walfrid Jacobson

Niilo Jacobson

Einar Erickson

Reine Erickson

Clarence Erickson

Saisi Anderson, Wilsoll

Reine Mankinen

Helen Anderson

Gwmor B. Erickson

......
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WHERE ARE THESE PEOPLE NOW? (July 1970)

FIRST generation- S people-all are deceased.
SECOND generation- 25 people-18 are living.

Of these 18, 12 are men, 6 women.
MEN: 1 is postmaster in the local town (Niilo Jacobson)
3 own and operate their own private businesses:
(Clarence, Einar, and Gunnor Erickson)
1 is conductor on one of the major railroads :
( Reino Erickson)
1 is a miscellaneous worker ( Reino Mankinen)
4 are retired: (Oscar Erickson; Matt, John and Wilho
Mankinen)
The eligible men have served in the U.S. armed forces with honor.
WOMEN: 1 had an executive position in a business establishment (Helen (Anderson) Guthridge).
4 housewives : ( Saisi (Anderson) Wilson, Elizabeth
(Mankinen) Koski, Aili (Mankinen) Jacobson,
Helena ( Mankinen) Dilena.
1 is retired (Sylvia (Erickson) Backlund.

THIRD generation:
3 are college graduates : Edward Mankinen (son of John
and Elma) is a U.S. government geologist, who, among
other things has participated in a mission (ICY) to the
Antarctic, also he was one of those who studied the
moon rocks brought back by the Apollo 11 astronauts.
Sylvia Loneda (daughter of Oscar and Beatrice Erickson), and Linda Jacobson (daughter of Niilo and Margaret Jacobson), are credentialed teachers. Some are
still continuing their education. Others are working in
the local lumbering industry.
Today the descendants of the original 8-second, third, fourth,
generations-number over 100 people.
All of these people live and work hannoniouslly with their
neighbors, most of whom are in and around Fort Bragg which
is now their home town.
(The above material has been read by all the others, or it was read to them,
(at a gathering) and they approved of it.)
Sylvia Backlund (Erickson), and Clarence Erickson also contributed written
materials which are on file and available.
0

The au in sauna is pronounced like the ow in how.
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McNickle, D'Arcy. INDIAN MAN: A LIFE OF OLIVER LA
FARGE. Indiana University Press, Bloomington, 1971, 242 pp.
$7.95.
Reviewer : MICHAEL DouGLAS SEELYE,
Joaquin Delta Community College.

Anthropologist,

San

Hidden behind the title "Indian Man" is one of the most delightful and interesting books I have had the pleasure of reviewing. The
title is deceptive. McNickle is to be congratulated for his study of
a pioneer humanitarian. La Farge was one of those people whom
history acknowledges; yet allows tragedy to dim what could have
been a much more rewarding career.
Not only is this a bibliography of La Farge's life but, in a larger
sense, a history of the Indian and his attempts, through such people
as La Farge, to win equality and freedom from an otherwise uncaring public. As a running narrative, McNickle nicely blends
published and unpublished letters, books, articles, and diaries into
succinct episodes. The reader is never bored about trivia but
moved from high to low as La Farge's career jerked along.
From early childhood La Farge was sensitive to the world about
him; a trait his mother and father encouraged. The La Farge's
were a close-knit family which led, in part, to Oliver's success.
During his teens and early twenties he began a serious career as
an anthropologist accompanying several expeditions to the Southwest and Mexico. From these experiences was to come his love of
the Indian, a Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, Laughing Boy, and a
direct commitment in helping the Indian. Throughout his career
these early ex'Periences were to serve as a source of inspiration.
Unfortunately, his literary career, while better than average,
continued to disappoint him. As an author, history will probably
ignore him. His efforts in correcting some of the government's
blatant mistakes parallels the early history of the Indian civil
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rights movement, long before it became popular in the .1950's and
1960's. The reader is exposed to the inner working of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and its varied policies. Preserving the Indian's
cultural and religious identity became the driving force behind La
Farge's real love. As president of the Association of American
Indian Affairs, he accomplished much in behalf of the Indian.
The reader will spend a delightful few hours viewing the life of
a man scholastically well-informed and in a position to accomplish
something positive for his fellow man. The richness comes from
the personal tragedy and conflict and how a man rises to the
challenge. La Farge was white, but his philosophy and life were
Indian; perhaps this is why his mother called him her "Indian
Man."
CANADA'S CHANGING NORTH. Edited by William C. Wonders. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1971. 364 pages.
$3.75.
Reviewer: JoHN CoPLEY, Callison College, University of the
Pacific.

Canada's Changing North is a compendium of readable and
informative articles designed to acquaint Canadians more thoroughly with their North and also to expose the changing nature of the
area. Covering a diverse range of subjects, the book indeed fulfills its intentions.
The significant changes of the past twenty-five years in the
North have made it imperative that the region be better known.
For one thing, World War II and the increased technological
capabilities of aircraft have thrust Canada into a new military and
political role. The advantages offered by the Northern Canadian
skies for great circle tracks, for peaceful and military purposes,
have become increasingly obvious. In addition, social and especially economic changes have been the cause for further interest in
the area.
Appropriately, a definition of the North is first sought, for the
establishment and definitions of "the outer boundaries and internal
subdivisions of any very large region continues" to be an extremely complex problem. Once this has been done or at least
better clarified, a backdrop is formed with the presentation of the
historical interest in the area. The North is seen as a region for
exploitation and exploration, suitable for the fur trapper, the arctic
explorer, and those in quest of a N01thwest passage. However,
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their inquiry into the North was naturally limited, contributing to
its conception as an ill-defined area of long, severe winters with

dark, limitless forests or mountainous tundra.
The following chapter on geography or physical nature, as
Wonders terms it, does away with these vagaries concerning the
North's physical make-up. Perhaps the best in the book, the section
covers arctic landforms, climate, wind chill, and ecology of snow.
Certainly essential to any study of the North is a discussion of
the native peoples. Man has survived for over 5,000 years on
Arctic America, with the Eskimos' ancestors having prevailed over
a vast expanse from easternmost Siberia to the Strait of Belle Isle
and to Denmark Strait between Greenland and Iceland. However,
the "modern era" has presented the Eskimo with special problems.
For the Eskimos of the Mackenzie Delta as an example, changing
patterns of settlement along with concomitant social and economic
changes have undermined economic stability. Only a limited success has been achieved in new endeavors.
The Indian has likewise experienced important changes during
the recent era. His traditional reliance on trapping reduced, the
Indian is turning increasingly toward wage employment and dependence on various forms of governmental assistance.
Superimposing itself on these considerations of geography and
native peoples is the concern for the region's natural resources.
Having been called oil's last frontier, the North possesses enormous riches. However, the present transportation structure mitigates
the prospect of their full exploitation. Two promising possibilities
in this direction are the combined use of several systems such as
boat, rail and air, and the use of standardized containers to minimize transportation costs. Complementing any such improvements
will be the extension of communication services in the North.
However, this book is but an introduction, and therefore ends
on a cautionary note: "Much more than heretofore must those
responsible for the administration and development of our northlands master the intricacies of the concepts involved and learn to
draw on expert ecological knowledge if they are to discharge their
responsibilities in this great and unique area of Canada."
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A COLONY FOR CALIFORNIA: RIVERSIDE'S FIRST HUNDRED YEARS, by Tom Patterson. Riverside: Press-Enterprise
Company, 1971. 511 pp. $8.00.
Reviewer : JoHN A. ScHuTZ, Professor of American History, University of Southern California.
Just one hundred years ago potential settlers from Belle Plaine,
Iowa, and other midwestern towns organized the Southern California Colony Association for the purpose of attracting colonists
to live in a new California town. Planted on the high ground above
the Santa Ana River, the town was first called Jurupa, then Riverside, probably as an aid for the American who was unfamiliar
with Mexican pronunciation. The colonists, under the leadership
of John W. North and James P. Greeves, advertised for an additional 100 families to join them, people who would invest $1000 and
promoters emphasized that only "persons of good character" were invited to apply and that industry, together with a favorable soil and
climate, would insure the success of the colony. They offered for
sale approximately eight thousand acres of land and mentioned
the possiblility of homesteading government land nearby. The
land in Riverside proved to be unusually fertile and, except for the
difficulty of supplying water, produced abundant crops almost immediately. By 1873 North boasted that "we now have about 300
inhabitants, 3,000 acres under cultivation, 10,000 shade and ornamental trees, 10,000 fruit trees in orchard and 200,000 in nursery."
In 1873, or possibly in 1875, the first naval orange tree was
planted in Riverside. During the next decade buds from the
nursery stock were used to produce trees that had unusual value.
Quality fruit from these trees reached markets in San Francisco
and Denver in the early 1880s, but the market enlarged enormously when the Santa Fe Railway completed its line in 1885 and
entered into a rate war with the Southern Pacific. These transportation advantages for the growers were increased by the use of
refrigerated cars and fast service. By 1889 regular shipments of
fruit were made to eastern markets, which ordered, in 1890, almost a thousand freight cars of the precious fruit. From that time
until the 1950s oranges were the principal crop of Riverside.
The success of the orange crop insured the success of Riverside.
People from every part of the United States settled in the community; even some settlers from Canada like the famous Chaffey
family were attracted by the advertisements. The town had a
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small population of Mexicans living on its borders, and these
people, in the early years, migrated from the sand flats into River-

side. They became laborers like the many Negroes who arrived
from the South. The town, however, was composed of middle class
settlers who were primarily Protestants and who enjoyed modest
returns from their agricultural investments. The passing years
added other classes as Riverside became a market town, a winter
vacation retreat, an educational center, and a suburban community. Riverside had retained its small town atmosphere longer than
cities closer to Los Angeles, but like them it has struggled in vain
and now suffers from freeway noise, smog, and population pressures. It has minority problems and urban sprawl that is taking
its orange groves.
This narrative history of Riverside is the work of an amateur
historian who came to the town in 1946 and has spent most of his
life as reporter and editor. He has written two other books on the
Riverside area. As a newspaper writer, he reports on the general
happenings of the town, on the yearly and daily events, on the
parade of individuals, on the town's unique institutions. The information is valuable and entertaining. For the historian and
genealogist, however, the book does not give full data and lacks
important material. It is not a reference book for information on
town officers, leading citizens, business and industry, or community life. It is, instead, a pleasant survey of events that individualize Riverside's history. A generous assortment of maps and
photographs adds value to an attractively printed book.
THE VILLAGE HORSE DOCTOR: WEST OF THE PECOS by
Ben K. Green, Alfred A. Knopf, 1971, $6.95.
Reviewer: RoBERT E. SMITH, Oklahoma State University.
Fort Stockton, a west Texas town, serves as the focal point for
this delightful tale. Cattleman, horse doctor and author are all
professions which can be attributed to Ben K. Green. The story is
essentially the reminiscences of "Doc" Green as he copes with the
trials and tribulations in the everyday life of a veterinarian in the
wide open spaces of west Texas.
Coming to Fort Stockton during World War II, Green is impressed by the scarcity of veterinarians in the area. He decides to
begin his practice there, hangs out his shingle and sits back and
waits for ranchers to come to his office to request his services.
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However, the fledgling veterinarian soon learns that west Texas
ranchers do not trust an untried horse doctor without first seeing
some examples of his work, and building a respectable practice becomes a formidable task. Green learns that he is ill-prepared to
treat the diseases and to combat the effects of poisonous weeds
which are common in this part of the United States. However,
Green is not a man who surrenders easily and accepts failure.
Although some of his experiments would never be recommended in
leading veterinary colleges across the nation, occasionally they lead
to a successful conquest of a costly medical problem. Through tireless experimentation, cooperation by local citizens, and his own
common sense, Green begins to have an increasing amount of
success and his veterinary practice grows rapidly.
Although Green does not have much formal education, he begins
to have more success than some of his colleagues who have graduated from prestigious veterinaq colleges. "Doc" Green's remedies
are not always sophisticated, but most of the time they are successful. Green despises treating pets and some of his efforts to discourage this type of business lead to amusing situations which
enliven the book.
A most enjoyable portion of the book is the tales of Green's
travels as he makes his rounds to treat his four-legged patients.
His reputation spreads rapidly and in a few years he is called to
treat animals as far away as Mexico and New Mexico. Driving an
automobile over almost nonexistent roads in a wartime period,
when replacement parts and tires are almost unobtainable is a
difficult task for anyone. Nevertheless by using methods which
exhibit ingenuity and skill " Doc" Green always manages to reach
his patients without any serious disruption of his services.
"Doc" Green is not afraid to offend the sensibilities of his
customers and often his straightforward language when he is talking to Texas ranchers is his best contribution to improving the
health of their animal charges. Sometimes the consequences of his
diagnoses lead to hilarious situations which contribute to the
excellence of the book.
Anyone who enjoys a book which takes the reader back to
yesteryear in the American Southwest and relives the past with
all its humor, will welcome the latest contribution to western lore
by Ben K. Green.
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THE ROYAL NAVY AND THE NORTHWEST COAST OF
NORTH AMERICA, 1840-1914: A Study of British ilfaritime

Ascendancy. By Barry M. Gough. (Vancouver: University of
British Columbia Press, 1971). $10.00.
Reviewer: RICHARD W. VAN ALSTYNE, Distinguished Professor,
Callison College, U. 0. P.
This interesting and informative book adds an important new
dimension to the history of the Pacific Northwest. The author's
purpose "is to explain the way in which sea power was exercised
by the Royal Navy in the development of the Northwestern
Pacific coastal region of North America, particularly British
Columbia." A British squadron, never larger than "a handful of
frigates, eight or nine sloops and sometimes a ship-of-the-line,"
was continuously on duty in the eastern Pacific from 1790 to 1914,
and was from time to time sent to various critical points where
influence could be exerted. The sea lane from Europe to the
Northwest coast via Cape Horn covered 18,000 miles, and until
1862 Valparaiso, Chile, was the central station to which were sent
dispatches from the Admiralty in London. Frequently the squadron
was thousands of miles away from its base, and months could
elapse before the message from London would be received or
a reply sent. By 1846 a shorter route via Jamaica and Panama was
being used for dispatches, but even this consumed 55 days; and
then, if the commander-in-chief was on station in the Northwest,
81 days had to be added for the message to be delivered on a
passage via Hawaii. Much depended upon the discretion and experience of the commander in times of crisis, and the record
is a tribute to the wisdom of the Admiralty in picking excellent
officers to meet delicate situations. Thus there is little doubt but
that Rear-Admiral Sir George Seymour and Rear-Admiral Fairfax
Moresby who followed him performed yeoman service in averting
"incidents" in the Northwest at the time of the "Oregon fever" in
the United States and the several years thereafter.
In 1862 it was decided to move the station headquarters from
Valparaiso to Esquimalt, literally "a place gradually shoaling."
Esquimalt provided an almost land-locked harbor close to Fort
Victoria, established in 1845 after the Hudson's Bay Company had
decided on abandoning its headquarters at Fort Vancouver on the
Columbia river. The ships at Esquimalt could be provisioned from
Victoria, and the station so located that it could act as a check on
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the United States to the south and Russia to the north. Thus the
Royal Navy was a factor in preserving British Columbia for the
Dominion of Canada.
The book is admirably published with numerous photographs
and illustrative maps, and the author has relegated valuable details
to the apprendices at the end of the volume. His bibliography includes an impressive list of manuscript sources on deposit in the
Public Record Office London, in the British Museum, and in other
libraries of the United Kingdom and Canada.

Erling A. Erickson, BANKING IN FRONTIER IOWA, 1836-1865.
Ames, Ia.: The Iowa State University Press, 1971.
Reviewer : RICHARD W. VAN ALSTYNE, Distinguished Professor
of History, Callison College, University of the Pacific.
Students of banking and finance will be attracted to this well
written book. Dr. Erickson, associate professor of history and a
comparatively recent arrival on the Stockton campus, is its author.
Beginning with a chapter on early Iowa in which he paints a
rather pleasing description (with the exception of the ruthless
displacement of the Black Hawk Indians) of frontier conditions,
Erickson proceeds to make a case study of the Miners' Bank of
Dubuque, the center of large scale lead mining in the upper
Mississippi valley. Lead was shipped by boat down the river, and
the Miners' Bank was formed by the merchants of Dubuque in
1836, the year when the stabilizing influence of the Second Bank
of the United States was sacrificed to party politics. Like the
numerous other unregulated state banks, the Miners' Bank abused
its privilege in flooding the country with paper currency. Its history "illustrates much of what troubled banking on the antebellum
frontier. It was capitalized with large amounts of fictitious and/ or
worthless money, became the center of Whig-Democrat differences . . . , and was controlled at various times by honest men
with little knowledge of banking or by dishonest men who used it
for their own ends. At times it is difficult if not impossible to
distinguish the honest bunglers from the dishonest manipulators."
( pp. 34-5) In 1858 Iowa, having become a state, incorporated a
State Bank, but this was a misnomer since the bank was owned
and controlled by private individuals. The state government had
no power of regulation. This institution did somewhat better than
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its precursor, which had long since gone into bankruptcy. It
operated mainly through branches, most of which were subsequently taken into the national banking system.
The book contains a number of interesting illustrations, including portraits of Iowa bankers and samples of paper money typical
of the time.

Sarah Ellen Roberts, ALBERTA HOMESTEAD: CHRONICLE
OF A PIONEER FAMILY, edited by Lathrop E. Roberts, M. K.
Brown Range Life Series Number 10, Austin and London : University of Texas Press, 1971. Published in Canada as US AND
THE OXEN, Saskatoon, Modern Press, 1968.
Reviewer : GERALD FRIESEN, St. Paul's College, University of
Manitoba.
The pioneer homesteader is one of the few legitimate folkheroes in the Canadian west. Bereft of outrageous lawmen and
cattle-barons, in need of some tangible evidence of roots in this
land, contemporary myth-makers have raised the lonely settler in
his sod house to mythic proportions. His implements, his pastimes,
and his tales of hardship are featured prominently in summer fairs
and winter concerts. A volume like Alberta Homestead gives
credence to the exercise.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Roberts, then well into their fifties, left
Illinois with three sons in 1906 to find a better income and
sufficient extra cash to send their boys to college. Mrs. Roberts
wrote nearly half of this book during their first winter on the
prairies, the historic winter of 1906-07; it is a remarkable account
of an extraordinary experience. The remainder, written after the
family's return to Illinois, is a more episodic and less satisfactory
chronicle of their next five years in Alberta.
Although pioneer and travel narratives were commonplace in
Canada during the homestead boom, few match the quality of
this volume. The descriptive passages are very good, especially
because of the simplicity of the prose. About summer storms Mrs.
Roberts wrote :
I used to watch them come up with something like fascination. I think I
never saw such black and threatening clouds, and, since there was nothing to
obstruct the view, their majestic progress over the prairie was plainly visible.
They moved swiftly and with a majesty that could be seen and felt but not
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described and that always filled me with awe. Yet the sense of fear that
almost anyone might reasonably feel when he reflected that between him
and those angry elements only a thin strip of canvas intervened was almost
lost in silent contemplation of the grandeur of the spectacle.

Some of Mrs. Roberts' stories, like those on prairie fires and
faithful oxen, can be found in other places, but the tales of
diphtheria, winter menus, (potatoes and oatmeal), and housecleaning are new and often fascinating. The trials of the worst
winter in prairie history seem literally incredible:
. . . the intense cold had opened up every little crack and crevice in the
walls and the wind found every one of them. In the morning there was on
the bedding, where our breath had congealed, a coating of ice. The kerchief on my head was covered with frost, and the wind had driven snow
through cracks in the wall and had formed little drifts on the bed.

The obvious drawback to a family chronicle is the feeling that
the reader is intruding. The virtues of a mother's record of a
family experience, however, far outweigh the defects. Mrs. Roberts
was a timorous and somewhat frail perso11, given to periods of
despair. Because she confided her fears in her diary, she provides
a valuable account of the forces which threatened man's sanity on
the frontier. The strongest impressions left by her chronicle are
hope, hardship and fear. Alberta Homestead is an enlightening
and often valuable description of daily life in the "last best West."

THE HISTORY OF KOREA. By Han Woo-Keun, Translated by
Lee Kyung-Shik, Edited by Crafton K. Mintz (Honolulu, EastWest Center Press, 1971) . $15.00.
Reviewer: Professor KwANG H. Ro, Department of Political
Science, Texas A & M University.
In his preface Professor Han writes that his aim for this book
was to present "a new history of Korea." As a result, the author
has made an attempt to write from an internally consistent viewpoint when covering the relationship between politics, society and
culture. He has made a significant contribution to historical
scholarship on Korea. Throughout his narration of the events in
Korean history, he presents a very informative description. For
the student as a text book or for the general reader, the book provides enough of the factual details with an objective interpreta-
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tion. The book is likely to be found useful, partly because it is one
of the best English language books, but more importantly because

it is explicit and articulate in its interpretative orientation.
Any effort to recount four thousand years of history in five
hundred pages cannot possibly include all known facts. The
author's contribution is his own arrangement of the facts, his
unique interpretations of them, and his choice of the aspects of
Korean history to include in his presentation. One remarkable
feature of the book is the author's attempt to relate the history of
Korea to the history of the Far East. He views the Korean history with references to modern developments in both China and
Japan. This work will be the standard history of Korea for all
students of the Far East and will be of even greater value to
Korean students in Korea.
His descriptions of the nature of the Japanese colonial policy
may sound somewhat arbitrary to some readers, but they are refreshing interpretations based upon his reading of modern historical sources. This reviewer has some differences of opinion with
the author, but these differences do not in any way reduce the
effectiveness of the work. For example, the author somewhat
neglects to give due attention to the Japanese "contribution" to
the Korean modernization process during their rule. In essence, the
author does not appear to take seriously the impact of Japanese
colonial policy on Korea's development as a modern nation, even
though the Japanese presence was an uninvited one.
The book is handsomely printed, and the black and white and
color plates are good. An extensive bibliography is appended. The
book has a special virtue in that its thoroughness and attention to
details are accompanied by a refreshing and unusual lucidity. It
is well translated and edited. Professor Han, the author, Professor
Lee, the translator, and Professor Mintz, the editor, have made a
significant contributicm to the literature of Korean history. Meanwhile we can be glad for this volume and should congratulate
East-West Center Press for undertaking such a promising venture
as this series.
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